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(i) 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper is given a treatment of coefficients for a vast 
class of (co)-bordism theories of manifolds with singularities. If 
h(-) is one of these theories and G is an abelian group we introduce 
coefficients G into h in such a way that 
(a) h(-; G) is a functor on the category of all abelian 
groups; 
(b) the universal-Ooefficient sequence is natural on the 
category of all abelian groups. Consequently, by [5], it is pure 
and hence, by algebra, it splits for a vast class of abelian groups, 
including all groups of finite type. 
(c) If G is an R-module, R any commutative ring with unit, 
h(-; G) inherits an R-module and h(point; R)-module structure in a 
natural way. It follows from Dold [3] that there is a generalized 
universal-coefficient sequence consisting of a spectral sequence 
running Tor (hq(-;R) ,G)-=:> h(-; G)' • 
. P 
(d) When h(-). H(-;Z) singular (co)homology with integer 
coefficients, the definition coincides with the usual one given by 
means of chain complexes. 
(e) The method wo~ks to introduce local coefficients in the 
* . cohomology theory h (-) ; i.e. if F is any sheaf of modules overa. 
* compact polyhedron X , then h (X; F) is defined and it is a functor 
on sheaves. 
(f) If FIx is a 'nice' sheaf (in the sense of 111.3), there is 
a spectral sequence running 
where ~ is tho graded sheaf obtained from F by applying the 
functor hq(point; -) and H is singular cohomology. When F is 
conotant, (*) reduces to the usual type. A comparison theorem 
(ii) 
is deduced from (*) by means of the Mapping Theorem between spectral 
sequences. 
We restrict ourselves to the class of (oo)bordism theories 
h(-) for which the cone over a framed circle is an a1lowab1p. singularity. 
This assumption enables us to perform all the geometric constructions 
that we need. Many important cohomology theories turn out to be in 
the range that we are considering. For instance singular (co)homology; 
p.l., smooth, complex (co)bordism and others; a particularly 
interesting example is given by real K-theory at odd primes. In 
order to see it the essential tool is Sullivan-map 
S• ,-'"\ smooth() ~ KO( -) .~L* - odd --, * odd The method used in this paper 
. A smooth( ) 
allows us to 1nterpret~~* - odd as a geometric homology 
theory and then a killing-kernel process due to Sullivan applies to 
represent KO* odd as a bordism theory (see ~II 4 for details). 
Here is a brief sketch of the approach used to define 
E 
ooefficients. If G is an abelian group and ~ ~ G is a free 
resolution of length' 4 with some extra-structure, we construct 
a class of links, of , associated to » . Then a ~ - manifold 
consists of a trivia1ized stratified set whose links are in~ • 
The bordism theory which uses ~ - manifolds as cycles is called 
'bordism with coefficients) '. A universal-coefficient theorem 
is proved geometrically and, as a consequence, is deduced the faot 
that different resolutions give rise to the same theory. 
(iii) 
It is clear, even from this rough sketch, that the approach 
is an entirely geometrical one, i.e. the picture of a typical G-cycle 
is given, so that h*(-, G) is still a geometric theory. In the light 
of such geometric definition, the universal coefficient sequence may 
be viewed as an obstruction theory to solving the singularities of a 
typical G-cycle. 
The definition of h*(-; G) is obtained immediately from that of 
h*(-; G) by considering the dual mock-bundle theory, which has a G-cycle 
as a typical block,( C"l) . 
. The notion of h*(Xj F), where F is a sheaf over X, is given via 
mock bundles such that the block over a simplex or e K, IKI = X, is 
an F(st( 0'" ,K) )-cycle. 
·In the paper, for the sake of simplicity in the notations and in 
the phraseology, the whole description of coefficients is carried out 
for a particular geometric theory, i.e. oriented p.l. bordism; bu.\; 
everything works in general. Moreover in the cohomological case we 
restrict our attention to compact p,?lyhedra; however the extension 
to non compact polyhedra, and therefore to all CW complexes up to 
homotopy type, does not present any difficulty, since mock bundles 
with'non compact base are defined. 
A geometridal description of Z -smooth bordism by means of 
. n 
manifolds with singularities has already been given by Sullivan and 
his Z -manifolds fit perfectly into the general setting considered 
n 
•. l, 'in" this paper. 
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CHAPTER I: BORDISM WITH COEE'FICIENTS IN AN ABELIAN GROUP 
Unless otherwise stated we shall be working in the p.l. 
category (polyhedra and p.l. maps). For all the relevant 
definitions'we refer to Stone [1J, Ch. I. 
In Sec. 1 we define bordism with coefficients in a 
1 
four-term resolution ~ -) G (with extra structure) by means 
of 'singularities depending thoroughly on the chosen resolution. 
In Sec. 2 we prove a universal-coefficient theorem for bordism, 
with coefficients in a resolution. The proof consists of 
interpreting the singularities as elements of the torsion product 
of the relevant groups. In sec. 3 we give a definition of 
bordism with coefficients in a group G by fixing a particular 
presentation for every G. The main problem is to prove 
functoriality on the morphisms, because a map of presentations does 
not induce a map between the corresponding theories in any obvious 
way. Therefore we need to factorise any map through Ei. longer re;: 
solution and then use the universal-coefficient theorem. This is 
the part where the presence of singularities in codimension greater 
than one plays its essential role. 
2 
1. 1i~s 0nd manifolds associated to a free resoluti~n 
Let G be an abelian group. A structursd resolution '1 of G 
consists of 
(a) a free resolution of G of length' 4 
~~. ~2 ~1 E 
0-4- F3 .......,. F2 ~ F1 ~ Fo ~ G ~ 0 
a basis, BP , for each F (p = 0,1,2,3) 
P 
(c) for each bPE BP (p = 1,2,3) we are given an unordered 
word, w(bP), representing the element 
w(bP) is a finite set ( of pairs ) 
~ c i bPi-1 I" f··t t l(bP) ( bP- 1 BP- 1} lO 1. var1.es over a l.ll1. e se , 0i= + or -; i E 
such that 2:.b. b~-1 = ~ (bP) , where the sum denotes the 
. 1. 1. 1. P 
element of F 1 obtained from w(bP) by adding up all the P-
coefficients belonging to the same element in BP- 1 • 
(d) For each bPE BP (p = 2,3) we are given a 'cancellation 
rule' defined as follows. Let w(bP) =t ~ibi-1: i E.I(bP») . 
Then order two of S' implies that the formal sum L.i6iw(bi-1) 
is an unordered word representing the zero element of F 2 in P-
terms of the elements of BP- 2 • The effect of &. is c..'1 
inversion of sign iff & .= I_I • 
1. 
1. 
The given cancellation rule consists of a proce~ure for pairing 
off the letters of 2:'.S. w(b~-1) in F 2. Precisely c(bP) is 1. 1. 1. P-
a partition of the letters of 2: .c5.w(b~-1) into pairs of the 1. 1. 1. 
form (~jbP_2'~kbP_2) with 6 j ';'~k • 
For the sake of simplicity we may write the set I(bP) in the 
form { 1, ••• J: ~ = e (bP) ~ 
If 0 ~ k " 3 then ~k is the structured resolution of I~ ¢k 
~ 
••• ~ F k -4 1m ¢k ~ 0 
where the structure is that induced from ~ • Clearly ~ 0 ::: ~ • 
For each qU8.druple (G, ~ , p ,n), where G is an 2.beliGn group, 
~ is a structured resolution of G; p, n are integers such that 
-1 ~ p ~ 3 ; n ~ 0 , Vie shall construct 
(a) a classofP of p.l. isomorphism-types of polyhedra, 
called the class of (p, ~ )-links 
(b) a class of p.l. isomorphism-types of polyhedra, called 
the class of (y ,n)-manifolds 
(c) a generalized homology theory {.i2. *(-; ~) , d 1 
3 
For pictures Vie refer to the examples given later. To construct 
~p Vie proceed by induction on p. at -1 = i ¢ J. If p = 0, let 
e 
1 1 (1) ~ & o. 1 0 0 l b f B , w b = i:::1 ibi Glve ~he set lb1, ••• ,b t j the discrete 
topology and each point b. (i=1, ••• ,e) the orientation 6 .. The 
l. l. 
resulting polyhedron will be called the O-link associated to b1 in £ 
(or generated by b1 in <t ) and will be written L(b1,~). We define 
the class "eo to consist of all po~hedl'a L(b 1 , ~) with b 1 E B 1 , 
i.e. £0== r L(b 1 ,~) : b 1 E B 1 } • Now consider the join of L(b 1 ,j> ) 
and the point b1, written b1L(b1,~) , and give b1L(b1,~)/b1 
(= the open cylinder over L(b1,y) ) the orientation - --7- + (arrow 
departing from I_I sign). The join b1L(b1,~) , with the above 
orientation out of b1 and with the orientation '+1 on b1 , will be 
referred to as the (oriented) ~ over L(b 1 , ~) with vertex b 1 • 
In general it happens that different elements of B1 may give rise 
to the same O-link. Therefore, over the same link, there may be 
different cones, corresponding to different vertices generating the 
link. 
4 
O-link L(b2 , Y1) as in the previous case. Each bi generates a 
t 
O-link LCb~ ,0) (i=1, ••• , t ); consider the space ~1:;' [b~L(b~, 0 )] =L 
1. ) 1.'" 1. 1. 1. J 
where b:L(b~,Q) is the cone as defined above and 1:>. changes all 
1. 1.) 1. 
the orientations present in this cone iff b. '" '-' . Let 
1. 
- ~ < C 1) S" 0 o. } w =.L., ~ i'" bi == l b 1,··· ,bt wlth the appropriate signs • Then 
L = ~16.L(b:, 0) is obtained by giving w the discrete topology 
1= 1 1.) 
and orientations according to the signs. Therefore the cancellation 
rule cCb2) gives a canonical way of joining the points of L in pairs 
by plugging in oriented 1-disks. Precisely suppose S jb~ is paired 
wi~h eSkb~. ThenSj /:ak and we insert a 1-disk [b~, b~J with 
orientation given according to the rule 'arrow departing from '+' 
sign' • 11oreover we label the 1-disk by the unique element b~ bO t. :sO J '" k • 
The object which is obtained from L through the above identifications 
in L is called the 1-link associated to b2 in 9 Cor generated by b2 
in) and it is written L(b2 ,'j) . The cThss of 1_links,cf 1 , is 
defined by "1;: { L(b2 , S') : b2E:s2 J. (See picture 1.3) 
It is clear that it is the given cancellation rule in )' that 
makes the construction well defined. Different rules may give rise to 
completely different links (picture I.4). 
We think of L(b2,~) as a one-dimensional stratified set in which 
the pure j-stratum (j=O,1) consists of a disjoint union of j-disks, 
each disk is oriented ruld labelled by one element of :s1-j; the 
O-stratum is the O-link generated by b2 in s> 1 • 
It is clear how to define the cone b2L(b2,~) : topol~calAY 
b2L(b2 , r) is the usual cone over L(b2 , <J) with vertex b2 , the subcone 
over the O-stratum of L(b2,~) is given an orientation outside b2 as 
in the previous step; the subcone over the 1-stratum has the orientation 
given by the cartesian product: 
(1-stratum) x [-; +) where [-; +) is the half open 1-disk oriented 
I from _ to + I • Finally the vertex b 2 has the orientG.tion + • 
Each stratum of b2L(b2 , ~) is labelled in the obvious Vl6.y. Now, 
5 
as before, it may well happen that different elements in B2 generate 
the same 1-link and therefore over the same link there may be 
different cones. 
Now suppose '.'1 is an oriented manifold, then we can for'll the 
2 2 topological product \'[ x b L(b ,~ ) • From now on v:e think of the 
above product as having the following additio~~l structure: three 
2 int:binsic strata, namely Vi x b , W x Lo' W x L1 , Lj being the 
2 pure j-dimensional stratum of L(b ,~) (j~ 0,1); a labelling on 
each stratum obtained from the labelling of the second factor; the 
product orientation on each stratum. 
We are now left with the case p 2. Let b3~ B3. Consider 
the 1-link associated to b3 in S' 1 and construct a trivial normal 
bundle system with base L(b3, ~ 1) as follows. If ~. b~ is a vertex 
J. J. 
of L(b3 , S'1) then put ~ iL(bi) ~) as the fibre at that vertex. The 
part of L(b3 , ~1) which remains unclothed consists of a disjoint 
union of closed 1-disks. Let D, labelled by b1 E B1, be one of such 
disks. The restriction of the normal bundle to @ D is d D x L(b1,~); 
therefore we can extend the bundle by plugging in D x L(b 1 ,5') • 
As a result of clothing the 1-stratum of L(b3 , Y 1) we are left with 
a po~hedron, whose boundary consists of 1-spheres, labelled by 
elements of BO. Then plug in an oriented labelled 2-disk for each 
sphere and get the required link L(b3,») • 
The cone b3L(b3, f) and the product VI x b3L(b3, 5' ), W oriented 
manifold, are defined as in the previous cases. 
Now we define (~P,n)-manifolds inductive~ on p as follows. 
An (~-1,n)_manifold is an oriented n-manifold in which each 
o 
connected component is labelled by an element of B • 
(a) M - SM is a (possibly open) (-£p-1 ,n)-manifold 
(b) SM is a (possibly empty) oriented manifold in which 
each component is labelled by an element of BP+1 • 
(c) (Trivialized stratification) If V is a component of 
SM labelled by bP+1€ BP+1 an isomorphism 
is given, where N is a regular neighbourhood of V in l-1 • 
An (~2,n)-manifold TIill be called a Cf ,n)-manifold, or 
simply ~-manifold if the dimension is understood. 
Remarks 
1. A p-link is an ~-1,p)_manifold (p 0,1,2,3). 
6 
2. In the definition of the links and of the (oeP,n)-manifolds 
we have used only order two of the resolution ~ • 
We list some examples. 
E c id 
3. J: 0 ~ F(B) ~ F(B) ~ 0 
i.e. G = F = free abelian group over B • 
o 
A (5' ,n)-manifold is an oriented n-manifold M, each component of 
which is labelled by an element of B. There are no (p, ~ )-links 
other than ¢ . 
7 
~ (b~) = 1 E Z ; ~ (b~) = 2 ; web 1) = b~ + b~ - b~ • 
A ( ~ ,n)-manifold is represented in picture I.1 
web 1) = bO + ••• + bO ., E (bo) '" 1 f: Z • 
. ~ n 
n-times 
L(b 1 , ~) is a set of n-points with orientation '+' • Therefore 
(3 ,m)-manifolds are essentially Sullivan's Zn-manifolds of dimension m • 
~~. ~2 6. 9: 0 ~ Ker ~2 --"'7 F Ker ~1 --=7 F Ker £ 
.,' Let b3 E Ker ~2 be such that 
3 2 2 2 
web ) = - b1 + b2 + b3 
2 1 1 W(b1) = - b11 + b12 E: F Ker~ 
( 2) 1 1 1 . W b2 = b21 - b22 + b23 t F Ker C 
( 2 1 1 1 ( ) W b3) = - b 31 + b32 + b33 E: F Ker ~ 
. ( 1) ° ° w b 11 = b1 + b2 
W(b~2) o 0 = bo + b11 o 0 + b 12 + b21 ° + b22 
W(b~3) 000 = bi> + b1 + b2 
• 1 
w(b31 ) 
000 
= b
o 
+ b 1 + b2 
W(b~2) o 0 0 0 = bo + b11 + b12 + b21 ° + b22 
W(b~3) o 0 '" - b1 - b2 
b~1 = b~2 '" b~ t:: FZ3 ; b~1 = b~2 = b~ E FZ3 ; E(b~) = 0 e Z3 
E (b~) = 1 ~ Z3 ; E (b~) = 2 C Z3 
Picture 1.2 3h("3 the construction of L(b3 , ~), the cancellation 
rules being suggested by the picture itself. 
8 
~2 ~1 7.· ~ : 0 ---7 Ker ¢2 ---7 F Ker ¢1 ~ F Ker E ~ FZ5 ---7 Z5 ~ 0 
Let b2 be a basis element of F Ker ¢1 • Suppose 
( 2) 1 1 1 1 w b = b1 + b2 + b3 + b4 
W(b~) = b~1 + b~2 + b~3 
W(b~) = - b~1 + b~2 + b~3 
W(b~) - b~1 - b~2 + b~3 
W(b4
1) = bO bO bO 
- 41.- 42 - 43 
~ (b11 ) £ (b~3) = 2; E (b~2) = ~ (b~2) = 3 
£ (b~ 3) E (b~1) E (b~3) = ~ (b ~ 1) = 0 ; 
~ (b~2) = E (b~2) 1; t. (b~3) = E (b~1) = 4 • 
Picture 1.3 shows two possible links associated to b2 in J ' 
corresponding to different cancellation rules. 
8. 
Z[1/2] is the additive group of those rational numbers ~hose 
denominators are powers of 2 • 
E(b~) = 1. (i = 0,1, ••• ) , w(b~) = b~ + b~ - b~ 1 
l. P J J J. J-
A (f ,n)-manifold M has two intrinsic strata in dimensions n 
and n-1 • Each component V of the singular stratum is labelled 
by an element b1 = I ;j + ;j .. ;j-1 and there are three sheets 
merging into V ; two of them are labelled by 1. , the third is 
2J 
9 
b 1 la elled by . 1 • 
2J -
The sheets are oriented and the normal bundle 
of V in 1'-1 is trivialized. 
The systems of labellings, orientations E:.nd trivializations 
on a ( ~ . ,n)-rnanifold M will be referred to as the (extra)-structure 
of H. If M, 11' are two ( ~ ,n)-manifolds, an isolllorphism f: M ~ W 
is a homeomorphism, which preserves the whole structure. There is 
a notion of boundary,dM, 'of a (compact) (~,n)-manifold M : 
(a) topologically ~M is the subset of M which is maximal 
~ith respect to the properties of being closed and locally 
collared in 1,'{ • 
(b) d M has a structure of (~,n-1)-manifold obtained from 
that of M by restriction. 
A (~,n)-manifold M is said t<? be closed if C).H = ¢ • Let 
M be a (s> ,n)-manifold and M' a (y ,n' )-manifold. An embedding 
f: M' ~ M is a locally flat stratified embedding between the 
underlying polyhedra, which is compatible with the labelling and 
the trivialisations. If n' = n, the f rr~y be orientation preserving 
or orientation-reversing. In the following, unless otherwise 
stated, a codimension zero embedding will always be assumed to be 
orientation preserving. A submanifold of a 
a subset M C. M together with an embedding 
o 
( ~ ,n)-manifold M is 
f: M:H M (of 
f -manifolds) such that f(M') = M. If M is a (r ,n)-manifold, 
-M denotes the (s> ,n)-manifold obtained 
10 
from M by reversing all the orientations; (~, n)-manifolds satisfy 
the follovdng axioms. 
9. If}! is a ( '5. ' n)-Jnru1ifold, 1-1 x I has a natural structure of 
( ~ " n + 1) -manifold, obtained by crossing the structure of 1-1 with I, 
it is clear that '0 (11 x I) :: H U - M U :J H x I. 
10. If 11, H' are ( ~. , n)-manifolds and n ,11' are ( S' , n-l)-
, , 0 0 , 
g 
submanifolds of (1 M, 0 W respectively such that H ~ -E' , then 1-1 U M' 
. 0 0 g 
is a (~ , n)-manifold with boundary isomorphic to 
Cl(~N/H . U d w/I,i' ). 
o g 0 
11. Let H be a (y , n)-manifold and Ho C. H. Suppose F~(H ) is 
o 
collared in No and bicollared in M.. Then No is a ( 5'.' n)-manifold 
'wi th 2) r1 = d J.l n M U F't. (M ). 
000 
The proofs of 9 , 10,11 are omitted'because they use standard 
geometrical arguments, which are easily checked to be compatible with 
the structure that we have on cur objects. 
Now fix a pair X, A of topological spaces. A singular ( ~ , n)-
manifold in X, A is a pair (M, f) consisting of a ( <j .I' nl-manifold M 
and a map f: (N, C> H) -) (X, A). A singular ( ~. , n)-manifold (H, f) 
is said to bord if and only if there exists a ( f,,' n+1 )-manifold '.7 and 
a ma~ F : 'IV -) X for which 
(a) M is a submanifold of d "J 
11 
Define -(r" f) = (-H, r). rl'Vlo singular ( ~ , n)-manHolus (N
1
, f
1
), 
(112 , f 2) are bordant iff the disjoint union (H1 U -H2 , f1 U f 2) bords 
in X, A. From the properties 9,., 10 ' of ( ~ , n)-manifolds it 
follows immediately that bord:Lsm is an equivalence relation in the set 
of singular (? .' n)-manifolds in (X, A). Denoteihe bordism class of 
(H, f) by [H, f) ~ and the set of all such bordism classes by 
q (Xj Aj J J. An abelian group strl.lctu:ce is given in S2 n (Xj Aj? ) 
by disjoint unior., i.e .• [H1 , f 1) ~ + [1'12' f 2) ~ = [H1 U }~, f1 U f 2J <? • 
The class of all (M, f) that bord forms the zero element and 
-[M,.f)9 = [-!-1, f)9:' We refer to0
n
(X; A;~) as the n-dimensional 
~riented) bordism group of X, A with coefficients in~ " i7hen no 
confusion arises, we shall drop the subscript ~, in the notation [ ) ~ , 
Given a map h : (X, A)----> (XI, AI), there is associated a homomorphism 
h • .0 (X· A· 0, ) ->.(2 (XI. AI. 0 ) by [H, f) = [H, hf), which 
*. n ' ') ~ n" ) 
~akes.Dn(-; -j ~) into a functor. There is also a 'boundary' 
homomorphism d
n
:·0
n
(x, AX\~~_1(A, ¢,~hyd [N, f) = [dB, fld H). 
1'2. Proposition The graded functor [Dn(X, Aj S' ),dn ) is a generalised 
homology theory on the category of topological spaces. 
The proposition is a 1irect consequence of the axioms 9 ,10 ,11 and the 
proof is therefore omitted. 0 
The following example will be referred to later. 
, ,13. Take G = F = free abelian group over B and ~ . to be the resolution 
o -> F(B) id > F(B) -> O. We want to prove that in this case the 
groupQn(Xj Aj S' ,) is isomorphic to ~(Xj A) S F for every n and 
12 
(x, A). Here.n
n 
(X, A) denotes the usual oriented n-bordism group of 
the pair X, A. For simplicity ,'Ie assUJne (X,A) = (point, ¢) and write 
.nn (pt j ¢, ~ ) =.0 n (rr ). 1.n element of Dn ( ) ) is, by definition, 
a bordism class represented by an oriented manifold M, each component of 
which is labelled by an element of B (see Example 3). Denote such bordis:J. 
class by [HJ~F. We can write 1-1 = U.(V., b.), where V. is the union of all ~ ~ ~ ~ 
the com.ronents of N labelled by b. ~ B. 
1 
In the above notation~ we give 
a map h~Q (~ ) -).Q ~ F by h : [r'IJ~F L-) 2:[V. ] (f; b .• 
, n n i ~ ~ It is an 
easy exercise to prove that h is a well defined isomorphism of groups. 
a By mens of h the operation of tensoring a (bordism class of a) manifold by 
an element of B may be, interpreted as a labelling operation. In the 
following we shall deliberately confuse h([HJ~) with [l1J$F and omit the 
subscript ®F when no misunderstanding is possible. 
2; The Universal-Coefficient Sequence 
We have constructed a homology theOry~~(Xj Aj ~ ). Gil H}' 
associated to the resolution~, of G. NoVi we are going to prove the 
following. 
1. Proposition For each integer n 4 0 and each pair X, A there exists 
a short exact sequence 
which is natural in X, A. 
E!2££: First of all we anticipate that the proof consists of 
geometrical arguments involving only (r ' n)-manifolds and their 
stratifications. In the constructions, the maps into X, A do not play 
an essential role and so, for the sake of simplicity, we shall assume 
(x, A) = (point, ¢). 
13 
Description of the map: ·5. It involves a resolution of singularities. 
Let M be a closed (~ , n)-manifold. We are going to show that there 
exists a (~ ,n)-manifold M, bordant to 1-1 and having no singularities in 
codim > 1. Let SM be the last stratum of M. Then, by definition of 
(f ' n)-manifold, each connected component Vi of S11 is a manifold, 
oriented and labelled by an element b. E BP, if SM has dimension n _ p. 
l. 
·If p = 1, there is nothing to prove. Suppose p > 1. Then, by example 
1.19, [SM]IF can be 
i.e. 2. [Vir 8 bP .• l. l. 
identified with an element of J(2 $ F , 
n-p p 
We need the following 
2. ~ Suppose that [SM] 8 F = [S] & F. Then M is bordant to a 
. . p p (f ' n)-manifold Q, whose last stratum is S, by a bordism R whose last 
stratum is still in codimension p. 
~, Consider the following spaces: 
M x I, where I == [0, -1]; 
SR = any bordism between -SJ1 and -S: 
assume that SR consists of a'set of equally labelled 
components, with label, say, bP E 13P ; 
)1(-511) = normal bundle of -51vl in -M = 1-1 x f -1} ; 
SR x L(bP, ~ J 
Wehave: sr(-5M) C M x {-1}; )Y(-Sx.!) CSR x L(bP, ~ J. SO we can form 
the identification space: 
/ 
I 
I· 
I 
\ 
I 
R= 
which provides the required bordism. 
If SR has maqy labelling elements, we perform the above construction 
simultaneous~ on every set of equally labelled components. The laat 
"tratum of R is SR and has codimension p. Cl 
14 
3. Remark If we can choose S == ¢ then the above construction gives 
a resolution of the low dimensional singularities of N. In other words, 
when the low dimensional singularities of a (~ ,n)-manifold H bound 
(in a labelled sense), they can be resolved by means of a bordism having 
the same kind of singularities as M. 
Proof of Proposition 1 (continued). Now let us look at the image of 
[SM]SF through the morphism 
P 
,.., id. S ~ ~ : S2 ~ F p> S1.. 0 F 1 • P n-p P n-p p-
(V 
We have, for each component V. @ bP . C SN, ~ ([V.] ~ bi ) == [V.] S ;y(bP .) == J. l. P l. l.. l. 
[Vi] s ~ Ii b .p-1 == "2 .[.b.V.] S ~-1: this is nothing else than the 
. ~. J J J l. J 
bordism class of the boundary of the complement of a regular neighbourhood 
of Vi in the (n - p + 1) -stratum of M. Therefore the image of [SH] 8 is 
the bordism class of the boundary of the complement of a regular 
neighbourhood of SH in the (n - p + 1)-stratum of M and, as such, is 
the zero element of n 8 F 1. Now, because p > 1, the sequence: 
n-p p-
n 0F 
n-p p+1 
~P+1 >0.. 0 F ~ >£2 S F 
n-p P n-p p-1 
is exact and so there exists an element [5\'/]0 F € D n-p 8 F p+1 such 
p+1 
Suppose first that SW is a set of components 
,--
that ~P+1[SW]& == [SM]e F • 
, p+1 ~+1 all labelled by b € 13 • We can always reduce to t~e case 
SM = SW 8 i 1(bP+1), because if S11 is only bordant to SW 6J w (bP+1) , 
SM "'" SW & ~ (bP+1), then, by Lennna 2, r.t can be replaced by another 
(f ' n)-manifold M such that: 
(a) M is bordant to ~1 by means of a bordism with singularities 
up to codimension p only 
(b) SM = SW 6' w (bP+1). 
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Therefore assume SM = SVl g. w (bP+1). If SW ~ ¢ we are reduced to the 
case of Remark 3 and we know how to solve the sir~ularities then. 
So assume SW ! ¢ and take the following spaces (Picture 1.6)= 
M x I, where I = [0, -1] 
-(SW x bP+1 L(bP+1,~) 
l1'(-SH) = normal bundle system of -S}1 in M x t -1} =-M 
Then we have})"(-SH) eM x I and)i'(-SH)C -(S\1 x bP+1L(bP+1, f). The 
identification space 
W ( p+1 (p+1 » '---'" 
= - sw x b L b , r ' IF(-S(H) H x I 
realises a bordism between H = M x { o} and a (~ ,,' n)-manifold W 
whose last stratum has dimension n - p + 1. The singularities SI-I have 
beenl;'esolved up to bordism. In general, if SW is of the form " 
SW = ~k(SV/)k 8 bkP+1, then one performs the above construction 
, ,simultaneously on all terms (SW)k 8 ~P+1 and gets the desired 
manifold W. 
W. reu;rk that in ol:d.er~· ,~o get rid of singularities in 
codimension p we have used bordisms, which have singularities up to 
codimension p + 1. 
So now we have a well defined procedure to solve the singularities 
of a ( Y.' n)-manifoldM, stratum by st~atum, starting from the last one 
and going up by one dimension each time, until we are left with a 
~ "J (r " n)-manifold, M, which is bordant to M and has singularities S}I 
. in codimension one at most. In general we cannot: solve SM-is above', 
because the sequence , 
r 
-"o'n_1 8 F2 --L>.D
n
_1 
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it is the bordism class of the boundary of the complement of a regular 
'" ,.J neighbourhood of SN in H. 
The next lemma is important in what follows • 
• 
4. Lemma Suppose that }lis a (5' " n+1 )-manifold with boundary d H. 
Then, if 0> 1>1: has singularities up to codimension 1> and }1 has 
singularities' up to codimension p + h, there is a (~ , n)-bordism 
wi th boundary, W, () Vl, between JlI, 0 H Md N, 0 N such that 
(a) W has singularities up to codimension p + h + 1 at most 
(b) ~ W has, singularities up to codimension p 
(c) N has singularities up to codimension p + 1. 
Proof. The intrinsic stratum of M in codimension p + 1 is a closed 
: polyhedron, because the singularities of 8M are in codimension p at 
'most. Therefore the above construction for solving the singularities 
can be applied, essentially unaltered, to solve the codimension p + 2 
stratum of }I, '0 M by a bordism with boundary, W,'dW. No new singularities 
are created along the boundary during this process. Hence lemma follows. [] 
, ,-
Proof of ProposUion 2 (continued): Each M ~ ~}I) r, determines 
all element of. Ker ~1 and precisely [SM]8F' But such assignment 
- 1 _ 
. depends on the representative M; in fact, if 111 .-M, then SM1 may be 
bordant to SM by means of a bordism, V, with singularities and therefore 
- -in general [SM1]. F + [SM]" F • 
, l' 1 
However, by Lema 4, the 
singularities of V can be assumed to have codimension one at most and 
,..., 
[N]~F where [N], F ~ 1m ~2; 
1 1 
we can certainly write: [SM]e F = [sir1]& F + 
'_ l' 1 
more precisely: [N]& F = ~2[SV]9 F·' 
,1, 2 
Thus there is 
a well defined map: 
11 
s .Q n( ~ ) > H1(j' ,Q-1) 
r /'V ,.., [fir] ~ > 8;,11 + 1m 1)2 s : L .J@ 
It is straightforward to check that s is a morphism of groups. 
S is a epimorphism. Take [V]~ + 1m $2 E H1 (~, .on_1); ~1 [V]@ 
Suppose V constantly labelled by b 1 E. B 1 ; then V S it (b 1) bounds in 
o. 
nn_1 3Fo ' i.e. V 8 W,(b 1) = 'dV. Take a copy of V and label it by b~, 
1 ~ "" V ~ b ; a V consists of a number of copies of V (non constantly labelled 
in general); identify each copy with V Sb 1• V, with the above 
identification on its boundary, becomes a (~ ,n)-manifold 7r with 
singularities in codimension one only, Therefore, to 
each manifold V, representing an element in H1 ( Y ,nn_1) Vie are able to 
associate a. (r' ' 
such that seW] '? " 
n)-manifold CJ, representing' an elJaITlent :in n (~ ), 
n . 
r- ~ 
II?- fact, if fl' € [W] ~ we can assume, 
"., "" by lemma 4, that 'Il' has singularities S':7' in codimension at most one and 
. ~, ~ 
that there exists a bordism n : W "" W with singularities SN in codimension 
"" ...... IV 
two at most. Then [s"rJ~ _[SWI JS = ¢2[S}']3 and so s is an epimorphism. 
Descri}ltion of the map 1. Defi~e a ;nap '1 : S'2
n 
g F 0 ->JL
n 
( S' ) 
,., ,v 
by l[M]iF = [M]y ; 1 is a well defined homomorphism; so we have the 
or"-',..., "-
seCl,'...l.ence ~ ~ F 1 ct>~ > .0 nl'iS F 0 _1_> ..o.n ('5 ). 1¢1 = 0 because 
~- 1 1 let [w] ~ = l¢1 [MJSF and suppose !Ii constcntly labelled by b E B 
1 1 1 '" 1 1 Then take H x b L(b , r.) and observe that QI (r-r x b L(b , S' )) is 
bordant to W. So stick the two bordisms together and get a bordism 
of W to the empty set by means of a() , n+1 )-manifold with codimension 
one singularities. 
Assume now 1([HJ9 ) = o. 
,.., 
Pick a representative V of l([HJ6l ) : 
there exists a bordism, N, of V to ¢ such that N has sinGularities SN 
rv 
in codimension one at most. We claim that ¢1[S:N]~F = [H]SF' In fact 
1 0 
remove from N a regular neighbourhood of SN in N to get the req,uired bordism 
r..-
between r·t and ¢1 (SN). Thus we have proved that the seq,uence 
/ 
Now it only remains to prove exactness at n (~ ). 
n 
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sl = 0 : ;i[M]@ = 0, because [M]@ has no singularities; hence sl 
Ker s c: lml : let [M] ~ ,,,Q n ( r ) and assume, without loss of 
generality, that M has codimension one singularities SM; S[M]~. = 0 
means that [SM]@F ~ 
1 
rv 
1m ~2. But then SM can be solved up to bordism; 
therefore [M] ~ , = [M'] 9' where M' is without singularities and so it 
determines an element of n n 8F 0 whose image through l' is [M] ~ .• 
~ 
Thus Ker s c 1m 1 = 1m 1. 
The proof of the proposition is now complete. Cl 
·5. Remark We have seen how the exactness of ~. is used in the proof 
of the universal-coefficient theorem. 
As p~inted out before, if .~ .is any based ordered chain complex 
augmented over G, then the theory ..C'2*(-, ~ ) can be defined in the 
same way. But now the singularities in codimension greater than one 
are not necessarily solvable; they give rise to the E2 -term of a 
spectral sequence running. 
- Such spectral sequence collapses to the universal coefficient 
formula when f is exact. 
o. 
• 
3. Functoriality 
The classes of links constructed in Section 1 S1.lllllllarize the 
whole structure of the resolution 5' geometrically. Therefore, 
from now on, we refer to ~ as to a linked resolution. 
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If f, ~' are linked resolutions of G, G' respectively, a 
chain map f: ~ ~ ?' is said to be a map of linked resolutions 
(or simply linked map) if 
(a) f is based, i.e. feB) C B'P 
We can relabel each stratum of a link L(bP, ~ ) 
according to f. If f(L(bP,~)) denotes the resulting 
object, we require 
L(fbP , )') (i.e. f is link-preserving). 
So there is a category, ~ , whose objects are linked 
. p £ 
resolutions ) ~ G and whose m9rphisms are linked maps. If 
~* is the category of abelian groups, we have the following 
1. Proposition fl *(X,A; r) is a functor ~ ~ (ib* 
(For the sake of simplicity we disregard the topological component 
of ~ *(-;-) ) • 
Proof Let -z:: : ~ ~ Y' be a morphism of ~. If 
[MJ~ E D.n(-;~) , we associate a (»' ,n)-manifold, l: (M) , to 
M by relabelling all the strata of M according to the based map j( • 
The correspondence [1>IJr ~ [1:(M) J f' gives a well defined 
natural transformation of theories, L *:n*(-; ~) ~..n*(_; f ') 
and the functorial properties are clear. o 
2. Corollary If the linked map 1:: ~ ---? r I is a homotopy 
equivalence, then 1: * is an isomorphism. 
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Proof It is an easy consequence of the universal-coefficient 
theorem. There is a commutative diagram 
o ---? H (~,.o.. (X ,A) ) ---?.n (X,A; ~ ) ---? n (~, n. (X,A» ---? 0 Ho(T'~n(X'A): 1 1:* Hl(~.Qn_l~::A)) 
o ---? Ho( ~ I ,..an(X,A» ~.nn(X,A;~) ~ H1( Y ,S2n_1(x,A» ~ 0 
in which the side-morphisms are isomorphisms, because ~ is a homotopy 
equivalence. Therefore1r* is also an isomorphism. o 
If G E ®UbI a truncated linked (t.l.) resolution of G is an 
exact sequence 
F ~2) F ~ F ~ G ~ 0 
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satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) in the de:inition of 
structured resolution given in Section 1 • A linked map between 
t.l. resolutions is defined as in the non-truncated case and there 
"" is a category, ~ ,whose objects are t.l. resolutions and whose 
morphisms are linked maps. 
'" In the following, for each ~ E ~ and each topological pair 
X, A, we construct a graded abelian group {-.i2 *(X,A; f)} which 
is a functor on (} x @1( ff .. category of topological pairs). 
Fix a ~ I E. ~ obtained from ~ by choosinG' a base~ kernel of ~2 • 
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A singular ( f ,n)-cycle in X, A is a pair (I1,f) consisting of a 
( <)' ,n)-manifold M and a map f: (H,d M) ~ X,A such that 1-1 has 
at; most two intrinsic strata. A singular (» ,n) -cycle M,f is said 
to ~ if there exists a () , ,n+1 )-manifold W and a map F: W ~ X 
for which 
(a) M is a submanifold of d W 
(b) F I M = f and F ( 0 W /M) C A 
(c) M has at most three intrinsic strata (labelled by 
elements of BO,B1 ,B2) 
W is called a bordism • Define -(I1,f) = (-M,f) Two siIloCTUlar 
( 5' ,n) -cycles (M1 ,f 1) , (~,f 2) are bordant if the disjoint union 
(M1 U -~ , f1 U f 2) bords in X,A. Bordism is an equivalence 
relation in the 'set of singular (? ,n) -cycles of X,A. Denote the 
bordism class of (M,f) by [M,f] and the set of all such bordism 
~ 
classes by S2 n (X,A;f ) An abelian-group structure is given in 
"'" ~ n (X,A; Y) by disjoint union. Obviously the above definition of 
" 
.1l. n (X,A; J) is independent of the chosen ~'E ~ • 
Now we fix our attention on a particular t.l. resolution, 
called the canonical resolution of G and written 0 . It is defined 
as follows: 
~2 ) r 1 ~1 ) r 0 
/d \~1 Id 
~ 2 1 F Ker 't'1 F Ker £ 
where 
£. 
--'7') G 
---7) ° 
r 0' F Ker f , F Ker ~1 are the free abelian groups on G , 
Ker e , Ker ~1 respectively 
d 1 is the obvious map; r 1 = F B 1 
B 
1 
= i (f ,w(f» I f E Ker E C F Ker £. and vl(f) is a word 
expressing d 1f in te~'ms of the elements of G C. r oJ; 
~1 (f ,w(f» = f amI ~1:: d 1~1 
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r 2 = F B2; B2 = { h; w(h), c(h) I h E Ker ~1 ,w(h) is a 
word expressing d 2(h), c(h) is a cancellation rule associated to h } • 
~2 and ~2 are defined similarly 
'( has canonical baselS G, B 1 , B2 and a canonical structure in 
which (h, w(h), c(h» has (w(h), c(h» 8S its structure. 
3. Lemma If cf: G ~ GI is a homomorphism of abelian groups, 
) ~ G is a t.l. resolution of G, (I is the canonical resolution 
"'-' 
of GI ; then f extends to a linked map f: .) ~ ~ I in a 
canonical way. 
Proof Let ~ = 1 F p' ~ P , ~}, I I :: { r ~, ~ ~, ~ I} . 
~ '*V-v~ 
We proceed by induction on p. Write (tf) = (cf 0' cf l' tf 2) • For 
p = 0, put ~ o(bO) = c:P t (bo) for each bO E BO. Inductively, 
"v 
let bP E BP. Then cD 1~ (bP) E Ker ~I 1 and therefore it 
-I p_ P P-
determines a basis element, bP , in F Ker ~I 1 ; b 'P has a canonical P-
word w(b tP ) and can~ellation rule c(b IP ) induced from those of bP 
through the map 
"-' 'V 
1& Q) Therefore the assignment \ I p-1' I p-2 • 
~ 
bP ~ (b lP , w(b 'P), c(b IP» defines 9' P with the required 
properties. 0 
.15:. *(X,A; ~) gives a functor ~ x ~ ~ C!ib* 
~ 
If L. 
Functoriali ty on ~ is obvious. 
,......., ~ 
~ ~ f I is a morphism of CC? and [M] S' E n n(-; f) , 
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let "'1: (n) be the (Y' ,n)-manifold associated to M by relabelling 
each stratum according to 1:. The correspondence [MJ) -+ [--r. (N) ] ~ 
gives the required natural transformation 
• o 
5. Corollary ...Ql¥(X,A; t) gives a functor (? xtlb ---7 (9.b * 
~ Fur!ctoriality on 6J is obvious. 
To each G ((db assign n *(X,A; '() where Y is the canonical 
resolution of G; to each morphism 'f: G ---7 G' , c:f E ~b , assign 
""" 'V "-' ......." 
the homomorphism cP * : .0-*(X,Aj () -+ S2. *(X,A; '( ,) , where <f 
'"'-' 
is the canonical extension of cf> described in Lemma 3 and "1' * is the 
induced homomorphism described in Lemma 4 • o 
~ 
In view of the previous corollary we shall write ~*(X,A;G) 
"'-' ""'" instead of -<1. (X,A; O( ) and <f * instead of ct *. A (-( ,n)-cycle 
[bordism] will also be called a (G,n)-manifold [(G.n)-bcrdism]. 
A linked resolution of an abelian group G 
is said to be p-canonical (1 ~ p ~ 3) if 
(a) F 1 -+ ... 4 G ---7 0 is the canonical resolution p-
of G of length p-1 ,i.e. F. = r. , 0 ~ i ~ p-1 , and the morphisms ). 1 
~i are the same as in the definition of '(. 
Let G ~~ and ~ GCr5' a short link&G resolution of G. (i.e. 
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F 2 .. F 3 = 0 ) • Then we have the homology theory i...(2 *(X,A;) G)' d J 
defined in Section 1 • 'lIe also have the graded functor 
n*(X,A;G)~ t:? ~(~/(b* constructed at the beginning of this 
section. It follows from Lemma 3 that there is a canonical extension 
-"-" 
of the id: G ~ G to a linked map id: ~ G ~ '( • The latter 
rv 
induces a natural transformation of functors tG: n *(X,A; Y G) ~S2 ~,J 
~ 
obtained by relabelling the ~ G-manifolds according to id. The 
next theo~em is the main step towards functoriality. 
"" 6 •. Theorem tG: ..f2.*(X,A;~G) ~~(X,A;G) is a natural 
equivalence of functors. 
Proof Let ~ i be an i-canonical resolution for i = 2,3 • 
Then there is a commutative diagram 
where t .. and 0< are the natural transformations obtained in the l.,J 
usual way by relabe1ling the cycles acco:("ding to the canonical 
liftings of id: G~ G • By Corollary 2 
" 
t. . is an isomorphism l.,J 
(1 ~ i < j , 3). Therefore, in order to prove the theorem, we only 
need to show that eX. is an isomorphism. 
0( is an epimorphism: it follows from commutativity and the 
fact that t 1 ,3 is epi. 
c< is a monomorphism: let ~ be a (singular) G-manifold such 
that <X (r.f) tV ¢ in...Q.n(X,A; ~ 3). Then r.f determines an element 
[M] Y2 E nn(X,A; ~ 2) such that t 2 ,3[M] 'j 2 = 0 Since t 2,3 is 
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~2 
a monomorphism, we deduce that there is a rr 2 bordism W: If1 /V ¢ 
Finally "/Ie observe that ~ 2 ~ Y is a lilli~ed embedding of 
resolutions and therefore W provides the required bordisro of }f to 
"'--
zero in.-fL (X,A;G) 
n • 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
o 
We are now able to state the theorem asserting the possibility 
of making bordism with coefficients in a short linked resolution 
(O~ G ) --, depend functorially on G. 
1. Theorem 
(a) There exists a (graded) functor.S2. *(X,A;G): ~ xtLb --7m* 
which as:30ciates to each pair (X,A;G) the graded abelian group 
.n *(X,A; Y G) \lCJhere f G is a fixed linked presentation of G; to 
every morphism (f, <f ) eX ,A,G) --7 (x' ,A' ,G' ) the graded 
homomorphism (f*, tG~ f *tG) :..n *(X,A; ~ G) --7.S2 *(X,A; J G') 
(b) Functors corresponding to different choices of ~ G are 
naturally equivalent. 
The result follows immediately from theorem 6 and corollary 5 0 
With the notations of the theo1"e"" we define S2.. *(-;G) , the 
Pel. oriented bordism with coefficient group G, by Sl *(X;G) = _Q*(X; ~ G 
8. Corollary For every pair X, A, every n ~ 0 and every abelian 
group G, there is a short exact sequence 
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which is natural in X, A and in G • o 
We are now able to say something about the splitting of the 
universal-coefficient sequence associated to -12*(-;G) • Precisely, 
since the sequence is natural on the category 0lb, Hilton [4J, 
Theorem 3.2, gives us the following 
9. Corollar;y For every abelian group G, the univer:al-coefficient 
sequence of n (-;G) is pure. 
n 
From algebra we deduce: 
10. Corollary For every pair X, A; abelian group G and integer n ~ 0 
such that Tor(-f2.
n
_/X,A) ,G) is a direct sum of cyclic groups, tre 
universal coefficient sequence 
o ~ S2 (X,A) G9 G ~-O.. (X,A,G) ~ Tor(.s2 1(X,A),G) --7 0 
n n n-
splits. 
-r The claso of examples of splitting considered by the previous 
00rollary is quite vast, because it includes the following cases: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
any G finitely generated 
any G such that its torsion subgroup has finite exponent 
any n (X,A) such that its torsion subgroup has finite 
n-1 
-exponent. 
11. Remark As we have pointed out earlier, the definition of 
( <) ,n)-manifold makes sense in the case of ~ being any linked 
chain complex (not necessarily a resolution) and there is an 
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associated bordism theory .i2.*(-; ~). Some of the facts about 
morphisms, that we have established in this section, hold in the 
case of chain complexes. In particular, if ~ : r ~ J I is 
a link~d chain map, f is a linked chain complex and ) I is a 
linked resolution, then the proof of Prop 1 applies to give an 
associated morphism 1: *: S2. *(_; ~) ~ n *(_; ~ I) 
• 
The above treatment of functoriality can be summarized as 
follows. For every abelian group G, two functors f? ~ ti.6 * 
~ 
have been set up, namely n *(X,A;) G)' and ~'"l. *(X,AjG). They 
have different features: the former is readily seen to be a 
generalized homology theory; while the latter is natural on the 
category of abelian groups. Theorem 6 establishes a natural 
equivalence tG between the two functors, which proves at the 
same time that .s2 *(X,A; ~ G) is natural on f9l:. and that 
rv 
~*(X,A;G) is a homology theory. 
In the following we may use whichever of the equivalent functors 
r.../ 
U *(X,A; ~ G) ,....0.. *(X,A; ~ i) ,Sl. (X,A;G) is more appropriate to 
the context (i = 1,2; ~ . = any i-canonical resolution of G) • 
l. . 
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In Section 1 Vie look at the cartesian product of a (G,i)-
manifold and a (G' ,j)-manifoldj the product cen be made into a 
(G ® G', i+j)-manifold" in a natural way. This fact 
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enables us to define a cross-~roduct homomorphism for bordism with 
coefficients. The Bockstein sequence, in Section 2, is established 
by letting its chain-complex analogue act on the labelling of the 
cycles. In Section 3 we give the definition of cobordism with 
coefficients using the geometrical approach to cobordism given in 
[6]. A typical G-cycle is a mock bundle whose blocks are G-manifold: 
All desired properties are satisfieq (cup, cap-products, Poincar~ 
duality, functoriality on coefficients, etc.). In Section 4 we 
leave the p.l. category and point out that our method to introduce 
coefficients works in the range of most geometric co-homology 
theories. Moreover we use a method of Sullivan's to describe how 
KO-theory at odd primes can be interpreted geometrically. Section 5 
d~als with the case of R-modules. If the group G in which we are 
taking coefficients is also an R-wdule, the corresponding (graded) 
-bordism group inherits anR-module structure by interpreting an 
element of R as an endomorphism of G and then applying functoriality. 
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1. Products 
If G, G I are abelian groups, let ~ be a linked resolution 
]1 = {'c. 1 , l:.2' ••• 1 
and ~' defined similarly. Then ~ ~ ~' is the augmented chain 
complex t Fit, ~"t 
where 
~" ~II Ell 
° ~ F1 ®F1' -4 F <is)FI@F®F'--4F®F'--7G'X'G' o 1 1 0 0 0 ~ 
~2(~®t')=~(t)0t' - ~®~I('cl) 
~1 (g ® 'C. I) = g <2> ~ I ( 't; I ) 
~1('t:®gl) = ~(t:)®gl 
i ],i is based by means of B , (i = 0,1) ; it is structured 
in dimension one by the structures of J and J I j in dimension two 
we assign to "c. ® t. I E B I 2 the word w( >c ® z I) = we -t) ® t. I - 't 
For now we do not fix a cancellation rule. 
Let M be a (f ,i)-manifold with singularities SMj HI a (f I ,j)-
manifold with singularities SM' • Form the cartesian product M x MI , 
It has three intrinsio strata given by 
(M - SM) x (MI - SMI) 
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SM x (W - SM') U (H - SM) x SI1' 
SM X SI1' 
On each stratum we can put labels via the tensor product, i.e. if V 
is a component label1ed by " , V' labelled by 'X " V X V' is labelled 
by ):: ® X' • 
We show that M x }1', with such additional structure, i3 a 
( ~ ® S", i + j)-manifold. The first and the second stratUu. are 
easily seen to be ~ G9 .5' '-manifolds of the ap_:ropriate diwensions 
and we are going to examine the third stratum. For simplicity 
assume 8M, SM' constantly labelled by t, >c..' respectively, so that 
8M x 8M' is labelled by Z~ t' E. B1I2. The basic link of SH x SM' 
in 11 x M' is topologically the join L" = L( ~ ,f) * L( t ' ,> ,) . 
L" with the structure induced by r'l x M' is a ( ) ~~ " 1) -manif old 
because f>1 x HI - 8H x SM' is a ( )~ S' I )-manifold and there is a 
product structure around SH x 8W • The zero-dimensional stratum 
of L" is isomorphic to L( ~ ,~ ) Q9 ~, U ~ ~ - L( 'to ' ,g ,) where 
Q9 is meant to act on the labels. ~ut this represents the word 
w( 'cQ9't I) • Thus L" is a () G j> " 1 )-manifold in which the zero-
dimensional stratum represents w( -c Q9 ~ I) and the 1-dimensional 
stratum is a union of disks. Therefore L" gives a unique cancellatio: 
rule to be assigned to \: ~ ~ I in order to have L" -= L( ~& ~I, ~ 
M x H' is then a (~<29 '5 " i + j)-manifold (Picture II.1) • 
We can now define a homomorphism 
by 
Xp ,([H] ) ,f )' ® [w ] 5' ,) = 
is of degree zero. 
f ~ be a 3-c:nonical resolution of G G G' • Then, by the 
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proof of I 33, there exists a c&nonical lifting id: 
of id: G @GI --7 G @G' • Therefore .Ie can define a cross-product 
homomorphism: 
by the composition 
x ~ , S' ' 
.n *(-; ~® ~ ,) 
where ~ G®G' is a linked presentation of G ®G' 
usual 6elabelling map (as in the proof of 1.3.6) • 
1. Remark If an abelian group G is also endowed with a multiplication 
that makes it into a ring, then we have a product homomorphism: 
where XG,G is the cross-product and m: G€)G --7 G is given by: 
m(g@g') '" gg' • The homomorphism r- makes n * (point; G) into 
a ring and if X,A is a r-air, .n *(X,A;G) can be given a structure of 
graded module over the ring ~*(point;G) in the usual way. 
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2. The Bockstein Sequence 
1. Theorem On the category of short exact sequencer: of abelian 
groups 
o ~ GI 
there is a natural connecting homomorphism 
of degree -1 and a natural long exact sequence 
~ For the sake of clarity of exposition we prove the 
theorem under the aS2umptior.s: Gle. G and (X,A) = (point, ¢) 
Realize the exact sequence of abelian groups by the (not 
necessarily exact) sequence of canonical resolutions and linked 
maps 
r l ~ r --7 r" 2 2 2 
1 1 1 
pi ~ ~ ~ r" 1 1 
1 1 1 
r I C-) t: -+ r" 0 0 
1 1 1 
0 ---7 GI ~ G -+ G" -+ 0 
• 
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( 1 ) Definition of 0- Let If be a G" -manifold. Suppose that the 
singulari ties of H have only one connect eel component V <29 r II 
W1' th r " = gil + + II 1··· gt a relation in G". We relabel V by an 
element of GI as follows. Ch oose g1' ••• , gtC G such that 
~(g.) = gl.' and g. = g. <===> g". = gl~ Then 
iii J i J 
~(g 1 + ••• + gt) = g'1 + ••• + gt = 0 in Gil. Therefore by 
exactness gl = 2:i gi is an element of GI We relabel V ':ly 
gl and get a (GI ,n-1 )-manifold V @gl 
Now suppose g g is another 11' ft1" ng of g" " l' ••• , t l' ..• , gt 
as above, giving a (GI,n-1)-manifold V(2)gl. We show that V@g' 
and V(8l g' are bordant as (G',n-1)-manifolds. Relabel M/v by 
changing gl.' into g! = g. - g. E. G", i == 1, •.. , t. The sum 
1 i i 1 
r I = (gl + 1 + gi) - (gl - gl) is a relation in GI Therefore 
take a labelled copy V ® r I of V and form the polyhedron 
W = (V ® r I) x L( r I ,G') U M where L( r I ,G I) is the 
link generated by t. I in G I and the union is taken along the 
common part V x cone(e1 + ••• + gP (picture Il.2) • II is a 
(GI,n)-manifold and providesthe re'luired bordism between V €lgl 
and V(g)gl • 
If the singular set, SCM), of M has more than one component, 
the relabelling construction can be performed componentwise and 
one gets a (G',n-1)-w~ifold, (3(M) , whose bordism class is 
independent of the various choices. 
Next we show that B (H) depends only on the bordism class of 
Gil \" G' 
M, Le. if M"-" ¢ ,then ~(M)"" ¢. Let W be a (G",n+1)-
manifold with () \'/ = M. If V C wjsw is a component labelled 
by g" f G" , choose g € G such that I~(g) = gil and relabel V by 
g. Let Tn be a component of the· n-stratum of W. The sum in G 
of the new labels on the sheets ccming into Tn is an element gt 
of G' • \'Ie relabel T by gt. Finally, if 'l,y,-1 is a co',llcCler.t of 
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merging into Tn- 1 , then 1:.-) = 
Tn - 1 was originally labelled 
s ::s g! is a relation in G', becs-use 
i=1 ~ 
by a "relation amongst relations" of 
G" • W n-1 e label T by t.' • If ~(W) denotes S.'l with the relabelling 
described above, then ~ (\'f) provides the required G' -bordism 
(3 (M) 'V ¢ • 
Now we are entitled to define 
~ 
Exactness at ~ (-; G) 
n 
(a) ~* 1P* = 0 • If M' is a (G',n)-manifold, then 
wt ~ cr (N') is a (o,n)-manifold. Therefore M" ~ ~ by the 
proof of the universal-coefficient theorem. 
Ker ~ * C. 1m f * Let I.f be a G-manifold and W" a 
(G II ,n+1)-manifold with dW" = 'II (H) We show how to modify Vi" 
in order to get a G-bordism between I.f and a G' -manifolc. W n • 
R;label each component of the (n+1 )-stratum of ';7 1' by elements 
of G, :btained from the Gil-labels through a lifting G ~!_~. G" 
such that 
(a) The relabelled n-stratum of )WII coincides with the 
n-stratum of I.f • 
(b) If two components are labelled by the same element of 
Gil, the corresponding liftings coincide. 
Let V be a component of the n-stratum of ';J" and r: g 
v 01'···'v 
the new G-labels around V; g' = ~1 gi is an element of G' • 
Attach a new sheet (V x I) <29 g' to V iff g' I 0 and label V 
by the G-relation t = Z.g. _g' 
~ ~ (Picture 11.3) • Now let 
V @ 'c , V ® i, V <g> 'c. ,... be the components of the relabelled 
n-stratum merging into a component T of the (n-1)-stratum. The 
corresponding new sheets which have been inserted, namely 
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(V x I) ® g', (V x I) <2> g', eli x I) x g' , ... ) are, by construction, 
such that ~' = g' + g'+ g'+ ... is a relation in G' • Therefore 
we. can glue them to one another along a new n-dimensional sheet 
(T x I) ~ "c.' The resulting polyhedron W provides the required 
G-bordism. 
I".J 
Exactness at n (_; Gil) 
n 
(a) \-> ~t;. = 0 Let :r-f be a G-manifold. According to tIe 
definition of (3 ,we have (3 '!J(M) = Y V ® 0 , where V varies 
over the set of components of S (IJI) • But V ® 0 r'V ¢ by a trivial 
G'-bordism. 
(b) Ker (3 C 1m ~* Let WIn be a Gil-manifold. For the 
sake of simplicity let us assume that the sirlb-ulari ties of M" have 
only one component V (8) ~ 11 ; "c. 11 = ~ i gi Then ~ (M'I) = V (g) g' , 
where g' = ~ .g. ]. ]. ~gi = gi • 
W' : r-- (M'I) '""" ¢ . Gt_bordism 
follows. 
By assumption there is a 
We construct a G-manifold ~ as 
Since r (WI) has no singularities we can assume that 
W' has singularities in codi/llension one at most, because otherwise 
we solve the codimension-two stratum as in the proof of the universsl-
coefficient theorem. 
\ 
\ 
-, 
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(ii) In E" we replace each gl.' by g. and V <2) 'til by 
~ ~ 
V t'(), 't,.1 , wbere -'1:..1 = g I ~ g ~ - ~i i 
(iii) We attach WI to the relabelled 11'1 identifying d \71 
with V ~ 'c,.1 
• 
It is readily checked that the resulting labelled polyhedron 
Mf is a (closed) G-manifold such that ~(M) ~ 11'1 
II.4) 
,..., 
(4) Exactness at ..n.. (.::.i....Q!..) 
n 
(Picture 
Let M'l n+1 be a G"-manifold with connected 
singulari ties VG$) 't;." , "t.,." 01: 2:.g'.' 
~ 1. • 
= VQg' 
where g' = 'L;.g. and t~g. = gl.1 • We construct a G-bordism 
~1. 1. ~ 
W : ~ (M'I) "......, ¢ , as follows. 
(i) We relabel M by changing each gl.1 into g. and t." into 
1. 1. 
l = 'Z.g. -g' 
1. ~ 
(ii) We attach a new sheet (V x I) 0 g' to the relabelled 
11" aloD6 the singularities V 0 't. (Picture II. 5) 
(b) Ker c:P * C 1m P . Let Min be a G' -manifold and 
W : W n "", ¢ a G-bordism. Out of W we get a G"-manifold W" of 
dimension (n+1) as follows. 
(i) We remove from W all the strata which are labelled by 
elements of G' or by relations or by "relations amongst relations". 
(ii) We relabel the remaining strata according to the map ~ • 
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The resulting object W" is a (G", n+1 )-manifold Ylith singularities 
in codimension ~ 2 and it is closed because d"'" = l-i' has been 
removed in step (i) • 
(iii) We get W" by solving the codimension-ho singl'lsrities 
of W" up to bordism. 
Now we sho'" that A ("'"II) . G' b d t t 'I' L t Q" b .. \_ ~s - or an 0 l' • e e 
the bordism S(W"),......, S(\V") used in (iii) , "!1ere S(-) stands for 
'singularities of (-), • Q" has at most two sheets; the non-
singular one is labelled by relations in Gil and the singular one 
is labelled by 'relations amongst relations'; (3 (QII) (constructed 
as in the proof that the Bockstein is well defined) realizes a 
G' -bordism between ~ (fill) and f3 (W") • Therefore we only need 
to provide a G' ':'bordism N' between r (iJ") and the original l1' • 
To this purpose we reconsider the G-bordism W and remove from it 
all the top dimensional strata which are not labelled by elements 
of G' • The resulting object W is not a G'-manifold in general. 
o 
We show how to make W into the required G'-bordism by inserting 
o 
new sheets. 
(i) Let V 0r be a component of the n-dimensioIl8.1 stratum 
of ';1 , with r g; + ••• + g~ + g1 + ••• + g q 
gj E" G - G' ) • Then V ® g' c. ~ (fill) 
Therefore we attach a sheet (V xl) e g' to VI o 
(g! E. G' ; 
~ 
= g1 + ••• + gq • 
along V and 
change the label r into r' = g1 + ••• + g~ + g' , which is now 
a relation in G' • 
(l."l.") Let V"0 ..... , v .... V~;: ~ ~ X <.., '6.J ~ , ••• be components 
mergine into a component T Q) ~ of the (n-1 )-stratum, where 
'OJ 
'C.. = ~ + £. + t + ••• is a relation amongst relations in 
G. The corresponding new sheets which have been inserted, 
namely (V x I) ® g' (v x I) ® g' , (V x I) ® ~, J ••• , 
are, by construction, such that t' :: g' + g' + g' + is 
a relation in G' • Therefore we can glue them together along the 
n-dimens5_onal s~.eet (T x I) ~ 'to. , • The resulting polyhedron 
proyides the required G'-bordism N' 
The proof of exactness is now complete and naturality is 
clear. o 
3. Cobordism with coefficients 
40 
Once a G-manifold has been defined, the description of oriented 
p.l. cobordism with coefficients in an abelian group G, written 
J(L*(-; G) , is straightforwa~d using the mock-bundle picture of 
p.l. cobordism givpn in [6J. More precisely, Q *(-; G) will 
be the mock-bundle theory, that uses G-mock-bundles instead of the 
ordinary ones. In the following we give the basic definitions and 
the reader is continuously referred to [6J for the geometriC 
details. 
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Let K be an oriented cell complex, i. e. one in which each cell is 
oriented. 
A (G, a)-mock bundle ~ q/K \lith base K and total space E consists of 
a (p.l.) projection PF: Ef---> K such that: 
(a) for each erE K, pi1(v) is the interior of a (G, q + dimlT)-
manifold f ( cr-) ; 
(b) for each ~€. K, ~(cr) = X-[cr-. : o-]p.;1(o-.) , where 
i ~'-' J. i" J. 
[~i :cr] is the incidence number and indicates a change of 
orientation in Pi1(ari ) iff it is equal to -1. 
The manifold ~(CJ) = ~(J) - d ~(cr--) = Pf\cr--) is called the block over 
~. (G, q)-mock bundles, ~ , (', over K, are isomorphic, V1ritten f~ r, 
if there is a homeomorphism h : E ~ -> E'7 such that h 1 ~ «("J) is an 
isomorphism of G-manifolds between ~ (0-) and '( (0-). Suppose given r /K 
and L C K, then the restriction l= 1 L is defined by E(~I L) = p.;1 (1) and 
p( ilL) = P~ 1 : E( ~ 1 L)---> 1. If ~ 0 and 'f 1 are (G, q)-mock bundles 
over K, then ~ 0 is cobordant to ~ 1 if there exists a (G, q)-mock-bundle 
1 /K x I such that 11 K x {i} = (-1) i ~ i' i = 0, 1 (- 'f is obtained 
from ~ by reversing the orientations in each block). It is easy to see 
that cobordism is an equivalence relation, ~, and so we can define 
n q(K, L, G) to be the set of cobordism classes of mock bundles empty 
over L, where the cobordisms are assumed to be empty over 1 x I. The 
theory of (G, q)-mock bundles is a straightforward generalization of the 
corresponding theory of mock-bundles without coefficients, developed in 
[ 6 ]. One deduces that there is a cohomology theory t n *( -; G), d * } , 
defined on polyhedra, which is the Poincare-1efchetz dual of ~*(-; G). 
We define n q(K,G) to be the -qth p.l. cobordism group of K with '}-coefficienh 
While we omit to give full details, we discuss the situations requiring some 
0"+""0 O++OTl+.;nTl ;Tl !'IPt.t.il"ltr 11T) t.hp +.hpoT'V with coefficients and its properties. 
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1. If ~ q/K is a (G, q)-mock bundle and IKI is an n-manifOld, then E( ~ 
is a (G, n + q)-manifold. 
Here we must be sure that, in passing from one cell to another, the 
bundles involved in the G-stratifications of the blocks do not twist, Sil 
in that case we would not get a (G, n + q)-manifold when Vie glue up the 
bundle. :But everything is all right because· the blocks have -compa.:" 
'. .'~.ible trivializations ,~,: . ,;, so that, if cr;, 0-2 are n-cells and -C is 
an (n-1)-dimensional face of both, ~(cr;) u t(O-2) is necessarily a 
(G, n+q)-manifold or ~(~) could not be a G-submanifold of both, up to 
orient.ation. 
2. If ~: G 0 G' --) Gil is a pa~r~ng, the cup product 
nq(_;G) 8- n'L(_; G') _>.!2.Q-re (_; Gil) and the cap product 
..o.q(-; G) ®..Q.t(-; Gt) ->.Qq+>t(; Gil) can be easily defined by means 
of the usual pull-back construction, because we have already established 
the existence of a cross-product in 1. 
3. In order to prove Poincare duality, one need~ Cohen's transversalit~ 
theorem in its full generality, i.e. if f : J ->.K is simplicial, then 
-1r.') . -1( ) A~ K f . \.A is collared ~n f A* for each ~ • Here A* is the 'dual cone 
'" of A in K and A* = sA, a = vertex of A*. From such theorem it follows t 
if f : E ---> K is a simplicial map, E is a (G, n+q)-manifold and IKI is 
n-manifold, the inverse image of a dual cell in K cuts the singularities 
E transversally, so that f : E ---> K* is the projection of a (G, q)-mock 
pundle. 
4. A discussion completely analogous·to that of 1.3 can be carried out 
in the cohomological case. In particular,..Q *(-; G) is a functor o~ th 
category of abelian groups and there is a universal-coefficient sequence: 
which is natural on the cat<:'coI~r of abelian groups. 
4. Extension to other cohomology theories 
Let T*(-) be a bordism theory whose cycles belong to a category 
of polyedra (T*-manifolds) defined by specifying: 
(a) aclass of admissible links for a T*-manifold' 
(~) a reduction of the structural group of the normal block-
-bundle system of a T*-manifold. 
The~,if7T!(-) denotes stable homotopy (cycles:framed manifolds), 
there is a natural tranformation 9: rr:c-)-> T*(-) giV~ by 
regarding a framed manifold as a T*-w2nifold. Now let C be a 
framed circle;if G (C) bounds as a T*-manifold,then there is no 
obstruction to constructing the class of links associated to a 
resolution,in:the same way as we did for p.l. bordismJC?*(-). 
~he method used to introduce coefficients in~*(-) extends to 
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the theory T*(-) as follows.Given an abelian group G,one defines 
T*(-je)-manifolds using exactly the same definitions as for oriented 
p.l. bordism,the only modification being that a polyhedron now 
me~s a stratified set in which the intrinsic strata,instead of 
being p.l.manifolds,are T*_manifolds.T*(-;G)-manifolds are the 
cycles of a theory,T*(-;G),for which there exists a universal-
~coefficient theorem as for p.l. bordism.The dual mock-bundle 
* theory,T (-;G),defined in the obvious way by means of mock-bundles 
whose blocks are T*(-;G)-manifolds,will then provide a geometrical 
* definition of 'T- (-) with G-coefficients ' 
Examples 
1. T(-)=oriented p.l. (c9f:>ordism (cycles:oriented p.l.manifolds) 
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2. T(-)= orient~d smooth(co)bordism(cycles:or;'ented smooth manifolds). 
.. .... ..... ' 
.3.·T(-) = singular (co)-homology (cycles pseudomanifolds). 
·4. T(-) = any (co)-bordism theory, whose cycles are polydedra with 
a prescribed type of stratification. (see Stone [1]). 
There is a particularly interesting example, belonging to this las1 
class of theories, which we want to discuss in more detail. Let ~(_: 
be ~riented smooth bordism'. It is well known that all torsion of 
JrL*(point) consists of elements of order 2 and thatJr2*(point) 6 Q, Q 
the rational numbers,. is a polynomial algebra. If we consider the thee 
~*(-)6dd = ~*(-) i Z[Y2]' i.e. the localization of~*(-) at odd 
primes, then ..(1*C - ) odd is ahomolpgy theory equivalent to 
~(-; Z[Y2]), since Z[Y2] is a torsion free abelian group. ~ the 
previous discuSSio~s,~*(-; Z[Y2J) is representable by means of (orien1 
smooth Z[Y2]-manifolds. Now there is a natural transformation of 
theories: Sullivan: S :n*(-)o.dcl ~) KO*(-)ock\ where KO*(-)Odd 
homology real K-theory and S(point) is a ring homomorphism. Since 
n*(-) odd is representable. by means of geometric cycles and ~(point: 
is a polynomial algebra, KO*(-)odd is also representable, by a method dl 
to Sullivan, which we explain here in detail, as the whole treatment of 
coefficients developed in this paper has been inspired by such method. 
We place ourselves in the smooth category. Let M be a (Z[Y2]' q-' 
, manifold representing the bordism class of a free polynomial generator ~ 
.Ojl(rt-; Z[%]). 
An (M, n)-manifold is a compact polyhedral pair W, SW such that: 
(a) W - SW is a (Z[Y2], n)-manifold. 
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(b) SW is a (possibly empty) (z[1J, n-q)-~~~fold. 
(c) a regular neighbourhood of S\~ in H is of the forl!l S\-lv.. cone (},<) 
" .1 • 
Now let D * (-; Z[~l, 11) be the bordism theory constructed using (H, n)-
manifolds as cycles. 
5 ' •. Proposit;on. There is a. long exa.ct sequence: 
.g f 
xM:>.Q n-1 (-; Zt-}1) ~ ••• 
where the morphisms f, (g, h are defined as follovTs : f is the map that 
regards a (z[ll, n)-manifold as an (M, n)-manifold {without sih~arities: 
h is the restriction to the singularities SUi g is 'crossing with H'. 
Proof hf = O. A(ztH, n)-menifold has no singularities SW. 
Ker h C Imf : let W, SW be an (HI n)-manifold such tha.t SW bounds ~ 
{zHl, n-q)-manifold B. Then we form the product B )( cone H and attach j 
to WI )( { -1} in vI )( I by the identity along - (SW)( cone H). The 
resulting {M, n+1)-manifold provides a bordi~ between W and a 
(z(}l, n)-manifold. 
gh = O. If W, SW is an (~1, n)-manifold, then gh(W) is the boundary 
of the complement of a regular neighbourhood of SI-l in W. 
Ker g <:. Imf. Let V be a (Z [t], n-q)-manifold; g(V} is V x M 
and if g(V) bounds a (Z[.!-], n)-ma,.'lifold V', then we can glue the 
product Vx cone(}ijto V' along g{V) and get an (M, n)-rnanifold Y such 
that heW) = V. 
£g = O. If V is as £l.bove, then Vx cone(lf)provides the required 
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bordi~m of fg(V) to ¢. 
Ker f C Img. If Wo io a (Z[12], n)...:manifold and f(Wo) = & W, 
where W is an (M, n+1)-manifold, then g(SW) is bordant to W by a bordisI 
o 
of (Z[12J, n)-manifolds. 
Exactness is complet~ly proved. Cl 
What we have done so far holds for M an arbitrary smooth (Z[Y2]' 4-' 
manifold. In the following we are going to use the fact that M represel 
a polynomial generator. The exact sequence of the previous proposition 
holds' for any space X. When X = point, since [M] is a free generator, g 
is mbnomorphism, f is an epimorphism and~n(point, Z[Y2], M)r: 
..LL.n(point, z[12J)/iJ!I{g). Passing to the rings we have: 
i.e. we have killed the ideal generated by [M] in ~(point; z[Y2]). 
N~w the polynomial algebra .r2*(point, Z[Y2]) is free over the gener. 
f [M1 J, [~J, ••• , [1\J, ••• \~1m Y\c=4k} £. where we, can ~assume 
I<~)=O .. if' k>r and J{M1 )=1« I'=dnex or'signature)"·:- Therefo: 
n*(point; Z[12 J ~ Mit) is a homology theory such that the corresponding 
ring ~*(point; Z[12]~ Mit) =~*(point, Z[Y2])/([1\J) is still a free 
polynomial algebra over the generators t [M1], ••• , [~J, ..• }. This 
suggests the following inductive definition. 
Suppose that in~*(-; z[12J) we have already killed the generator f [~], [M3] , ••• , [Mk-1]] ,leaving out [M1J, and we want to kill [f\1 . The 
th t"""\ ( Z[1/ J M_ M)' ,~ (_. Z[1/ J) with'the set eory,~~* -; /2' -£' ••• , i' ~.e. ~L*, /2 
generators ~i = {[~J, • u, [M) 1 killed' will be written 
.n ( "'"') N 1'"1 ( ~) defined for i = 2, ••• , k. - 1 * -; Loi' ow we assume ~ L* -;.L.l i 
and construct D*(_; L k). 
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A ( L:k , n)-manifold is a compact ~air, W, SW such that 
(a) W-SW is a ( ~ k-1' n)-manifold. 
(b) SVl is a (~k-1' n-4-~-iJ-manifold. Note that 4R'" dim 11c. 
(c) a regular neighbourhood of SW in 'if is of the form SWx cone 1>1c. 
Therefore a (~k' n)-manifold has a trivial stratification obtained by 
merging various (~k-1' n)-manifolds along a new stratum of singularities 
SW, which cuts all the L:k_1-type-singularities transversally. A 
typical link in W is a polyhedron of the form S*M. * ••• *M. ,where S is 
:11 :1 j 
a sphere, each of the M.,s belongs to ~k and dim S + dim(M. ) + ••• + 
l 11 
dim (M. ) = n - 1. 
:1. 
There is a long exact sequence: 
J 
which is defined and proved exactly as in Proposition 6. 
a generator in..G.*(point; z: k-1) we get 
Since [1>1c] is 
So now we have a method for killing the generators i [1-12J, ... , [\:J, ... 
one after the other. At each stage we get a theory in which the remainin/ 
generators are still free. If we put (2*(-; L. ) = 'n *(-; Z[Y2] with 
all the generators killed except the first', then we have the 
follo'"il'lg theorem." 
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6. Theorem There is a natural equivalence between Sl *(X; I: ) 
Proof We \-;rite K*(X) for KO*(X) odd • Then 
K_x-(X) = l Ko CX), K1 (X), ••• , J is a homomology theory periodic 
of order four and 
if * - 0(4) 
K*(point) = 
otherwise 
We know the following about the map 
(1) If X = point; 
is given by S: V ® 1 
~" 
S(point): D* Q Z[1/2] 
~ leV). ~ 
(2) S induces an equivalence of theories 
.5* 
D*(x) 0..D. * K* -) K*(X) 
where .£2. * acts on.n *(X) in the UBualway (cartesian product) 
and on K* by the signature; i.e. let [V] (:Sl and a ( K 
v - n 
I(V)a 2
n 
Then [V). ~ K = __ E: • n+v 
2n 2n 
Therefore in order to prove the theorem we only need to provide an 
equivalence 
Define 
T [71] (3) 1 ,\/---4) 
2i 
[ (M1 X ••• X M1 X VI) ® 1 ] ~ 2i 
p-times 
where ~ on the right-hand side stands for 'labelled by' and 
[M1J is the first element of ~ 
been killed). Extend T by linearity. 
(the only one which has not 
We now prove that T preserves the 'tensor relations' 
T( [w] 0 1 ) T( [-.'i] 0 1 ) T( [W]@~ ) = + 
2i - 1 2i 2i 
" 
T( [V]. [Vi] 0 ~ ) = T( [W]@[V]. ~ ) 
2i 2i 
The first is obvious by definition. For the second we use r._ l. 
siIlf,rulari ties (r i 
1 1 1 ) to construct a = + 
-2i 2i 2i - 1 
bordism of 1'10 1 U W 0~ U .v 0 (-~.> to ¢ We " X _ • 
2l. 2i 2l. 
now check that the third relation is satisfied. We have, by 
definition 
T( [v].[w] ® 2 ) - T( [w] ® ~v]. ~ ) 
2i 2i 
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[(~1 x V x w) G)~ ] - I(V)[ (~1 x w) @~. 
2i 2l. 
p-times (p+q)-times 
( v = dim V = 4q) 
] 
= [ (N x w) 0~ ] where N=~1 xV - I(V)(M1 x •• • M1) ~
2i p-times (p+q)-times 
Note that, by constructiorc, the map N x W ~ X is of the form 
(N --7 point) x (W --7 X) so that N determines an element 
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[N J~En *(point; ~ ) • 'lie only need to prove that [N 
We look at 1(1) • Since I(H1) = 1 , we have 1(1\) = I(V) 
] = 0 
"-
I(V) 
The fact that l~ is a manifold with zero sie;nature implies that it 
can be expressed as a polynomial in the generators 
L:: - [111 J 1 [M2 J , ••• [l-\c]. • • 1. But in the theory 
S2 * (-; L. ), the cone over an element of L - [M1 J is an 
allowable singularity. Thus it is easy to construct a bordism 
N·~ ¢ and we have proved that T(X) is a well defined natural 
transformation of theories. By construction T(point) is an 
isomorphism. Therefore T is an equivalence of theories and the 
theorem is proved. o 
5 Bordism with coefficients in an R-module 
In order to define coefficients in an R-module we need the 
following additivity lemma. 
1 • Lemma If ot, B : G ~ G I are abelian-group homomorphisms, 
\ "oJ "'V 
then ( 0( + ~) * = <X * + ~ * : .n * ( -; G) --7 .sL * ( -; G') • 
"""' ~ ""' . .-............. 
the chain map ~ = oc: + ~ - ( ex + r ) 
o 
Proof Consider 
"-' ~ ~ 
where ex , ~ , C( + r are the canonical liftings of 0< , r ' 0( + 
~ 
(3 • 
,-; 
If [MJ E ~ (-; G) 
n 
put 1"(M) =0< (J1) + r (M) - (0( + r )(M) 
r-
Then 'I'(M) is a (GI, n)-manifold and we only need to prove that 
r- ,......" ~ 
~(N) /'V ¢ in fl n (_; G') • But ~ is a lifting of the zer~map 
o : G ~ G' • Therefore there exists a chain homotopy D: ~ ~ ~ 
,.../ --' 
definition the singularities of ~(M) are given by ~J(SM) • 
osider the induced diagram 
10D1 
~S2. 
1@¢2 n-1 
ere -=, ® D is now a homotopy of 1 01 to zero. As we know, 
represents an element in .f2
n
_1 (-) 0 r1 • So we have 
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t (1 ®¢)(Sl-l) ""V' ¢ because [SM0 = Ker (1@¢1) • Therefore 
SM) = (1 G9¢')(W') ,where \'1' = (1(g)D1)(Sl1) • By the proof of 
e universal-coefficient theorem this is sufficient to ensure that 
r:'" ,.., 
e siIlooulari ties ql (SN) of ~ (M) can be solved by a bordism of 
',n)-manifolds. So, using the homotopy D, we have eliminated the 
~lar stratum of \r(M). Let V' be the resulting (G',n)-manifold. 
V' is a comr,·onent labelled by gl E G' , then there exists g f. G 
000
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,-oJ 
:h that 'I' (g) "" gl , because the IJrocess of resolving the o 0 0 
19u1ari ties in '.~ (N) does not change the labelling of the top 
Therefore the element of-.fl (-) ~ r I 
n 0 
lensional stratum. 
)resented by VI is the image of some [V] E S2 (-) ()(\ r 
n \V 0 
rv 
'ough Then again we have VI == ~(V) = (1 G~')( 1 ® D )(V) 
o 
• 
that VI may be borded to ¢ by a (GI,n+1)-manifold uith singularities 
'en by (1 x D )(V) 
o • o 
We now turn to the main object of this section, i.e. putting 
~fficients in an R-module. In the following R will be a 
mutative ring with unit. 
If G is an R-module, let S2. * (-; G) be bordism with 
~fficients in the underlying abelian group G; _0.*(-; G) has a 
;ural R-module structure. In fact, we must exhibit a ring 
lorphism G""": The 
~e additivity lemma, together with functoriality, tells us that 
~re is a ring homomorphism 
'ined by (5"" I (f) = f* Therefore we can define ~ by the 
• 
lposition 
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G) ) 
cr" is the R-module structure of G. 
The pair {n *(-; G»)tr"") is 'bordism with coefficients in the R-
e G'. The structure cr will be dropped from the notatiOl~.J. 
If f : G --> G' is an R-homomorphism, then for everyt E R we have 
.tative diagrams 
G_f_> G' 
-'"'2*(-; G) 
f* 
--> ..D.*(-; G' ) 
't t. <s"" ('"c.) functoriality cr- (>c.) 
'V f* 
v 
v v 
G_f_> . ~ 1 fl*(-; G) G' -->D*(-; G' ) 
: ~*(-; G) is a functor on the category of R-modules and 
lomorphism. From the naturality of the Bockstein sequence for 
.an groups, it follows that there is a functorial Bockstein sequence 
le category of R-modules. Summi~ up, we have the followir~: 
(a).£1*(-; G) is a functor on the category of R-moc1ules 
(b) .n *(-; G) is additive 
(c) For every short exact sequence of R-modules, there is d~ 
associated functorial Bockstein sequence. 
:rties (a), (b), (c) form the hypothesis of Dold's Universal-
'icient theorem [3]. 
:fore we deduce that there is a spectral sequence running 
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This completes the discussion on the case of R-modules as coefficients. 
the following we shall only deal with abelian groups ; but it is 
lerstood that everytping we say continues to work in the category of 
lodules. 
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:H.APTER III COBORDISH ·,nTH LOC.l~L COEFFICIEJ:~TS 
In Section 1 we recall the basic facts OL stacks and sheaves 
;hat will be used in the rest of the chapter. In Section 2 we 
Lefine the theory of mock bundles with coefficients in a stack. 
" ~he defir.i tion holds in the ccetegory of all stacks of abelian 
;roups and it is functorial on th:J.s category. The main theorem 
lsserts that, if the st2.ck of coefficients is 'nice', then we hElve 
l spectral sequence expressing the relation b~tween simplicial 
:ohomology and cobordism with local coefficients. In Section 3 
:obordism with coefficients in &.. sheaf is described by means of 
l simplicial analogue of the Cech-p:('ocedure. The section ends with 
w example regarding Poincare du&lity between bordism and cobordism 
lith coefficients in the local-homology sheaf of a Z -manifold. 
n 
We remind that in Section 2 we; shall be using the same 
,....., 
;erminology as in the definition of S2*(-;G) given in 1.3 
:1.e. a G-manifold has singularities in codimension one at 
lost,while a G-borclism is allowed to have singularities up 
~o codimension two). 
\ 
\ 
\ 
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1. Stacks 
A ~ of abelian groups over a cell complex K is a Covariant 
functor-c: : JS --) <!lb, 1; denoting the category with objects the 
cells of K and morphisms the face relations. A homomorphism betvi een 
stacks, -elK, T'/K, is a natural transformation of functors 
i: -r --) 1:"'. If-,: is a stack over K and K'4 K, the subdivision 
of -c over K' is the stack L:' IK' such that --C' «j') = --z:::: (0-), 
-C:'(~1 < C)2) = r(~1 <CJ 2)j <:)', C)1' <:S2 E K', CJ", lr1 , C5""2;E: K, 
cr' C ~, <:)1 ccr-1 , C)2 C ()2' If -elK is a stack, -C x I will 
denote the stack over the cell complex K x I, such that : (-C x I) ( <:r x I) 
(r x I) (a-) = T (~) for every o-E. Kj (-C x 1)( <:)1 x I < 0-
2 
x I) 
( LX I) ( <:)1 < (J2) = -c( 0-1 < (J 2)' 0-"1' <J2 ~ K. If -elK is a 
stack, and J C K, the restriction -l:IJ is defined to be the stack over 
J, such that (-z: IJ)(6"") = -C (CS-), a-f: Jj (~IJ)( <S"1 < ~2) = 
'"t" (<3""1 < (5"'2)' ~, <J2 E J. 
Let X be a polyhedrorr~and F a .presheaf of abelian groups over X. 
If K is a cell complex, IKI = X, F induces a stack, FK/K, by : FK(OI) 
F(st( 6"", K)), FK(cr-1 < 0- 2) = F(st(C-1 , K)~ st( 0-2 , K)), 6""',~, 0-2 E. K. 
We briefly remind the notion of simplicial cohomology with 
coefficients in a stack and its relation with Check. cohomology. Let 
iC/K be a stack over the oriented simplicial complex K. A p-cochain, 
f P, with coefficients in iC , is a map which assigns to each p-simplex 
o-P ~ K, an element of -C «Jp); p-cochains form an abelian group by 
coordinate addition, CP(K,iC). There is a boundary homomorphism: 
$P : CP(K,'l:") __ ) CP+1(K,t=), given by JPfP(crp+1) 
L: [<:J:o-p+1]-c( c><o-p+1)fP(o-). {cP(K,-.::),bPj is a 
c:r~ (S'p+1 
cochain complex and its cohomology is by definition HP(K,-c). 
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If Fix is a sheaf and F K the induced stack over K, let l.t K 
enote the covering of X formed by the stars of the vertices of K. 
he nerve of UK is known to be equal to K and this fact induces a 
anonical identification 1 cP (K, FK), ~ p} ~) 1.. cPcrZLK,F), ~ J 
f chain complexes; V stands for 'Cech'. Therefore, because the 
overings by stars are a cofinal system in the system of all 
overings of X, ue get 
v v 
lim HP(tL,F) HP(X; F) . 
~U 
•. Cobordism with coefficients in a stack 
Let 1: be a stack of abelian groups over an oriented cell 
omplex K. A (,;. g)-cocycle [cobordism] ~ q/K consists of a 
rojection P : E 
i 
such that 
(a) for each G"" € K, p~1(<r) is the interior of a 
(-C(~), q + dimo)-manifold [b,ordism], ~(~) 
(b) for each ~E K, ~ (0-) = ~<~ [~.:<5'""]-C(<y".<(5"')p-1(o-.), 
vi v ~ ~ i ~ 
where -r. (cr.<o-)p-\<T.) is the image of the L:(a-.)-manifold 
~ f ~ ~ 
)ordism] under the morphism -C ( CJi < 0"'); [O-i: 0-] 
lIIlber and its effect is a change of orientation Hf 
is the incidence 
[ cr-:: a-] = -1 
~ 
1e manifold ~bordismJ .~ (0) ~ (\5"") d'f( 0-) is called 
1e ~ over 0"; (1:", q)-cocycles (cobordsims] !, '7. over K 
:e isomorphic, written ~ ~ l ' if there is a (p.l.) homeomorphism 
E ~ ~ E'7 such that hi ~ (<5'") is an isomorphism of 
(o-)-manifolds [bordisms] between leo""") and 1(0:1) • Suppose 
.ven ~q/K and L C K, then the restriction } I L is defined in 
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he obvious way and it is a ( '"C I L, q)-cocycle [CObOl'dsim] over L. 
(1:, q)-cocycle [cobordism] over K,L (L CK) is a (~,q)-cocycle 
cobordism] over K, which is empty over L; - ~ is the cocycle 
cobordis~] obtained from ~ by reversing the orientation in each 
lock. If ~ 0 and l' 1 are (t:, q)-cocycles over K, L, then 'W 0 
s cobordant to ~ 1 if there exists a (1: x I, q)-cobordisro 
~ / K x I, L x I such that ~ IK xii} = (_1)i fi (i = 0,1) • 
obordism is an equivalence relation and we define ~ q(K,L; L ) 
o be the set of cobordism classes of (-C, q)-cocycles over (K, L); 
~q(K, L,iC) is an abelian STOUp under the operation of disjoint 
nion; we call it the (=q)-th oriented (p.l.) cobordism group of 
:, L with coefficients in "1:. If L I <l T then there exists an 
amalgamation I homomorphism am:..i2 q(K', -c: I) ~ SL q(K,-c.. ) 
,ike in the case of ordinary mock bundles (see [6]) • In the proof 
.f the subdivision theorem for cobordism without coefficients ([6]) 
.11 the geometric constructions are carEied out cellwise. Therefore 
:he proof readily adapts to the present case and we deduce 
,s an isomorphism of abelian groups. 0 
Let <f: -C 1 ~ "t:.2 be a homomorphism of stacks over K • 
~ere is an induced homomorphism cf*: Jl.*(K;L1) ~ -.S2*(K;t:2 ) 
lefined blockwise by relabelling; more precisely, if ~/K is a 
L
1
-cocycle [cobordism] and erE K, TIe relabel the block 'f(a-) by 
Ileans of CP(o-): £:"1(0-) ~ -Z:2(cr) (like in 1.3) . If f'(o-) 
Ls the resu1 ting polyhedron, then the union r I = \J ~ I (0-) 
cr-€K , 
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is a 1: 2- c ocycle [cobordism]. All compatibility conditions are 
ensured by f: -C 1 ---7 7:. 2 being a stack-homomorphism. Therefore 
if 3/K is the category of stacks over K, we have the following 
2. Proposition There is a functor ..sL.*(K, _) : .g:> ~ ~* 
which assigns to each -z::. E: 8 the abelian group n "* (K; "1:') and 
to each morphism <"f E: 8 tre (graded) abelian-group homomor:;hism f * 
. A linked stack of resolutions over a cell complex K consists 
of a covariant fm:ctor ~: b ~ ~ (see 1.3 for the definition 
of ~). A linked stack of resolutions ~ is said to be F.-canonical 
if ~ (0-) is a p-canonical linked resolution for each ~ E K 
(in the sense of 1.3). 
If -C /K is a stack of abelian groups and J> /K is a linked 
stack of resolutions such that, for each o-E K, ~ (0-) is a 
resolution of L (0-) , then we say that -C is ~resented by » . 
We denote 9 t /K the full subcategory of g /K consisting of all 
stacks which are representable by p-canonical stacks for each 
p = 1,2,3 • The objects of S' will also be called nice stacks 
If 1: /K is a stack of abelian groups, there is an induced 
graded stack on K, written {-.S2.i /K} and given by 
-.i2~ (<:'5"") = -.n.. -q(point; -c (0-) ) 
Jli (\r1 < ()2) = 't: (t:J1 < ~)* 
We aim to prove the following 
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3. Theorem If 
'"C E: ~ I, there is a s t 1 pec ra sequence, Eh:.) , 
running 
Moreover the spectral sequence is natural on g I • 
In order to prove the theorem we need some definitions and 
lemmas. 
Let ~ be a linked stack over K. 
over K, L consists of a projection p.: 
~ 
A (>"q)-mock bundle ~ q 
E'f ---7 IKI such that 
(a) 
(~(o-), 
f h -- E. p-1 (~ ) or eac "" K, ..., is the interior of a 
f 
q+dimo-)-manifold, ~(o-) 
for each o-E K, ~(~) = \...-/ [cs-.:O-]C(cr.(a-)p-1(cr-.) 
cr. (0- ~ ) ~ } 1 
.~ 
(with the usual meaning of the, notations) 
(c) p-1(L) = ¢ 
Two (f ,q)-mock bundles ~ 0' 'f 1 /K,L are cobordant if there exists 
a (f ,q)-mock bundle (/K x I, L x I such that ~ 1Ki = (-1) i ~i 
i = 0,1 • The C:q th)-cobordism group of K, L with coefficients 
~, written J2 q(-; 5') , is constructed from (f ,q)-mock bundles in 
the usual fashion. 
Thus the main difference between the theory of (<: ,q)-cocycles 
and the theory of ('f ,q)-mock bundles is that the former allows the 
cobordisms to have 'more' singularities than the cocycles while the 
latter is the natural extension of an ordinary mock-bundle theory.to 
the case of local coefficients. 
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4. Lemma There exists a coboundary homomorphism 
~ q: ..n q(L; r) ~..n.. q-1 (K,L",T") d ~ an a long exact sequence 
~ SL q(K,L;-C) ~....Q q(K","t:) f n q( ~ q 
--=-1- ~L L;1:) ••• 
where g is induced by (K,L) ~ (K,¢) and f is 'restriction to L' • 
Proof 
Definition of ~ q It can be roughly described as "pull back 
onto the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of LinK". Suppose L 
full'in K. Let J(1/2) be the i -nd of L in K and j its frontier; 
J(: J ~ L the pseudo-radial retraction, ~ = lr I j If 
)- is a () ,q)-mock bundle over L, form the pull back J( *(~) , 
which is a q-mock bundle over j and a (q-1)-mock bundle over K, L • 
If ~*(~) is the block of 11-'*(-;:,) ,-:*(-) over ~ , then l .... comes 
,from the block over * (j( 1/2) n <;)-) ,denoted )i- (0-) ; therefore 
it has a structure of .Y (i- (cr) )-manifold and it is made into a 
~ (0- )-manifold by means of the staCk, homo ~ ( 'ir (0-) < 0-) • So 
the resulting object Ji--*(~)/K is a (~,q-1)-mock bundle which is 
empty over L. The assignment 
d f " d h" {.q.. 0q(L) ~ 0 Q- 1(K,L) e l.ne morp l.sm u ~~ -, ~~ If L is not full, 
one first subdivides barycentrically once and then amalgamates. 
Exactness is proved geometrically by nice mock-bundle arguments, 
which are all contained in [6J. The only remark to make is the 
following. 
Suppose K = 5" and ') is a (f ,q)-mock bundle defined on 
J = 
. 
c::J - 0-"1 0-1 
face of cr. Then J gives morphisms going 
from the resolutions attached to the simplexes of J to the resolutions 
attached to 0-. Therefore, if ~ is extended over 0- by the pull . 
back construction, the result inc; block ~ (Q""") has a natural 
structure of ~ (o-)-manifold. D 
TIe remark that the coboundary homomorphism ~ q can be defined 
also for the theory ~*(K, L;t:') (-CES'/K) exactly in the 
same way as in the above Vroof. Therefore there is, for the theory 
.5L*(:~,L;'"'C), a long sequence analogous to that of Lemma 4. However, 
although it is immediately checked that the se:::""';'8nce has order two, 
there is no reason to suppose that it is exact. The argument which 
* is used to .prove Lemma 4 fails because in ..rl (K,Lj 1:) two 
cobordisms having the same ends cannot be glued together to give a 
cocycle. 
Given a linked stack of resolutions ~ /K there is an associated 
graded stack defined as in the case of abelian-group stacks. 
We then have the following 
5. ~ If ~ is a linked stack of resolutions there exists a 
spectral sequence E(~) running 
~ By lemma 4 , for each p 0,1, ••• we have the exact 
"p-sequence" 
~ 
~ r-"I -P-q(K K • p) -7 ..• ~ '- p' p-1' ) 
where K is the p-skeleton of K. p 
. The theory of 
exact couples yields a spectral sequence E( ~) in -.7hich 
the chain cOIDlllex { E 1 ; d 1 : q fixed 1 is isomorphic to p,q p,q ) 
1 CP(K;...Q~ ), ~ J defined in Section 1 • More precisely an 
isomorphism h: E;,q --7 CP(K;...D.i) is given as follows. 
E; ,q =..sl -P-q(Kp ,Kp_1 ; ~). Let [~J ~ .S)_ -P-q(Kp ,Kp_1; f) . 
Then 'f has a block ~ (~) for each p-simplex <:rE K and'i=(cr-) 
p 
is a closed (~ (0-), -q)-manifold, beo~lUse ~ is empty over K 1 • 
p-
Therefore ~ (0-) determines an element [t(cr-)J~ E SLi (0-) • 
We associate to [~] a p-cochain f~~ J with coefficient's Q; 
by setting 
fP (0-) 
[~] 
for each p-simplex o-EK. 
It is readily checked that the correst-'ondence [rJ ~ fP 
[-' J 
defines the isomorphism h • 
Then Eoo is the bigraded module associated to the filtration 
* of ..n.. (K; ~) defined by 
= Ker [..a.*(K;)) ~ JL*(Kp_1;f) J 
The lemma follows. o 
Proof of Theorem 3 For each i = 1,2,3, let ~i be an 
i-canonical linked stack representing a given Ie €~, • 
There is a commutative diagram of degree-zero homomorphisms: 
in which t .. is the 'relabelling' map on cocycles. l.,J It is easy 
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to see that ti,j commutes with the coboundary operation and therefore 
there is an induced commutative diagr€~ of spectral-sequence 
homomorphisms 
induced by the change of coefficients .J1. q relabe, U q 
- fi Yj 
lIhich we know to be an isomorphism from the theory of coefficients 
in the constant case. 
* Then, by the usual spectral-sequence argument, t. . is an l.,J 
---isomorphism for all (i, j): 1 ~ i < j ~ 3. Now there is a homomorphism 
0(: .JL * (K;1:) ~ -n. * (K; ~ 3) given by the relabelling map 
on the cocycles. In order to prove the theorem we only need to show 
_that 0( is an isomorphism. 
(1) C( is an epimorp~ There is a commutative diagram 
h ". 1 labelll."ng map Therefore, since t 1,3 is epi, were t1 l.S a so a re • 
so is ot.. • 
(2) ex. is a monomorJ?~ Let [~J E Ker 0( • It follows 
from the definitions that ~ /K is also a () 2,q)-mock bundle. 
Therefore it determines a class [~J ~ 2 which is mapped to zero 
by t 2 ,3 • 
cobordism 
Because t 2 ,3 is a monomorphism there exists a ( s> r ,q)_ L 
'1,: ~~¢ • But 1 is also a (lC ,q)-cobordism. 
Theref ore 0( is mono. 
The theorem follows. 0. 
6. Corollary_ If 1:. /Ie is a constant stack (Le. -c: (cr-) = G 
for each cr- E K), then Sl. * (K; 1:) coincides with Sl * (K;G) 
defined in II 3 • 
as 
. Proof Since n * (K;G) is a cohomology theory, there is a 
spectral sequence E(G) running 
* * HP(K,..Q (point,C) ) -').sL (K;G) 
There is a natural transformation of cohomology theories 
given by relabelling. The induced homomorphism of spectral sequences 
E(G) ~ E(L:) 2 is an isomorvhism on the E -term because 
= -..n. -* (point,G) • 
Therefore the corollary follows from the 'mapping theorem 
between spectral sequences'. a 
7. Corollary_ If -c. ~ g, and we take the theory .n * (K) 
* to be H (:(,Z) (= simplicial cC';1omology with 2.-coefficients), 
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then .Sl *(K,-C) "d ·t' th co~nc~ es \H n e usua.l definition of simplicial 
cohomology with coefficients in l:- (see Section 1) • 
* H (K;Z) is the mock-bundle theory whose blocks are 
oriented pseudomanifolds. Since a G-pseudomanifold of dimension 
greater than zero is bordant to ¢ for every group G, we see that 
1 
the E -term of the spectral sequence E(lC) reduces to the cochain 
. * 
complex C (K,t:) considered in Section 1 and the spectral 
sequence collapses. D 
3. Cobordism with coefficients in a (pre)-sheaf 
We are now ready to give a notion of cobordism with coefficients 
in a presheaf, using an analogue of the Check procedure. Let X be 
a polyhedron and Fix a presheaf of abelian groups. If K is a cell-
complex triangulation of X, then, by the previous section, we have 
a graded [roup {-.Q q(K, FK) 1 ' where FK is the induced stack on 
K. Suppose lC' <:1 K. ','[ e define a homomorphism 
) ex K K' :...:..Q. q(K, FK) ~ -u q(K', FK,) as follOlvs: let ~ q/K , 
be an (F K'jq) -mock bundle. Subdivide over K' and get ~ "/K' 
such that ~ ,,( 0-') is an FK( cr-)-nanifold for 0-' C G"" • The 
inclusion st( 0-', K') C st( 0-, K) gives a restriction homomorphism 
F : FK(<J) ---) FK,(<r') and we make ~"(o-') into an 
0-, (jl 
FK,(o-')-manifold, ~'(6"'), by applying such homomorphism, i.e. 
~,( cr-') = F ,( ~,,( cr-')) • When all the blocks of ~" have ~ er,cr-
been relabelled by means of the restriction howomorphisms, one takes 
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care of the orientations in the blocks, so that the incidence 
numbers ar preserved. The functor' l't f th 1a 1 y 0 e pre sheaf F ensures 
that the final object is an (FK, ,q.)-mock bundle 'f '/Ii.', called 
an F-subclivision of f over K' • Two F-subdivisions f', f' 
of ~ over K' are cobordant by the same construction applied to 
K x I and K' x I modulo the ends. Therefore we have a well defined 
homomorphism 
D( K,K' 
The collection of groups and homomorphisms \ .iL q(K, FK), 0( 1 1 K,K' J 
indexed by the directed sst of all triangulations of X, is a direct 
system and we define the -~.l.) cobordism group of X with 
coefficients in F to be the graded group: 
• 
We now remind that a presheaf ~/X is locally constant if there 
is an open covering (!:L = {U 7i of X, such that, if U E" @l. and 
1. F (V) ) where V varies over the open x€ u then F(U) 
neighbourhoods of x 0 
lim 
~ 
It then follows that, if K is a sufficient~ 
small triangulation of X, i.e. the associated star-covering is a 
refinement of €i. , the cohomology of K with coefficients in the 
v 
stack FK coincides with the Cech-cohology H(X; FK) and the cobordism 
* of K with coefficients in FK coincides with ~ (X; F) (subdivision 
theorem 2.1) • ':Ie call such an FK/K a ~ stack for Fix. We 
say that a locally constant sheaf Fix is ~ if it has a limit 
stack which is nice in the sense of Section 2 • 
As in the case of stacks, to each presheaf Fix there is 
associated a graded presheaf {~i IX} defined by 
.J.'L i(U) ...Q -q(point; F(U), ....Q. i(u.J V) = F(U..::> v)* 
u,v open sets of X. If Fix is locally constant, then~ i Ix 
is also locally constant. 
We have the following analogue of theorem 2.3 • 
1. Theorem On the category of nice sheaves there is a natural 
spectral sequence running 
The proof is the same as that of 2.3, using limit stacks. 
10 
A direct consequence of the 'mapp~ng theorem between spectral 
sequences' is the following comparison theorem 
* * 2. Proposition Let FYX be a nice presheaf. If h: T (-) ~ S (-) 
is a natural transformation of cohomology theories, inducing an 
isomorphism of the corresponding graded sheaves 
then h induces an isomorphism in local coefficients: 
* h (X) 0-
J 
11 
Finally we would like to point out that, should we disregard 
the. general setting in which we have defined coefficients and 
place ourselves in the particular case of a linked stack of 
resolutions ~ over a complex K, our method of putting coefficients 
~ may still provide some extra information about IKI, as it 
happens in the following example regarding Poincare Duality. 
3. Example Let P, SP be a (f' m)-manifold, where \' is the 
resolution 0 ~ Z -4 Z ~ Z3 ~ 0 and let 0( m 
be the shear of local m-dimensional homology over P. ~ is m 
determined by any local-homology stack ';/K, IKI = P. We have 
1: (cr-) = F( ~q-') = free abelian group over one element X<:I'" , 
if o-E. K - SK ; 1: (&-) = F( X1 ' X 2) if o-'E SK. The 
morphisms 1: (a-' < cr) are so defined: 
.(a) if a-' ,0- E K - SK, "l: (0-' < cr) is the isomorphism 
mapping generator into generato~ --
(b) if c::r' € SK, 6'"" ~ K, then "t:" (cr' (0-) is one of the 
following assignments depending on which sheet 4S"" belongs 
'; to 
-~ --+ 0 
o 
(c) if 0-',0- € SK, then 1: (a-' < r::r) is the canonical 
isomorphism. 
In order to compute..Q *(K, '"C ) we can choose, 
resolutions given by 
o ~> F( X~) ~> F( Xo-) -> 0 
'. the stack of 
o-€ K - SK 
, Q-~ SK 
The stack homomorphisms are not quite based because zero is not a basis 
element. However it can be proved easily that components labelled by 
zero can be removed (or 'coborded off' by a trivial cobordism) without 
affecting the cobordism class of the cocycle under consideration • 
. Therefore a('1:', q)-mock bundle lq/K will look like Picture nI.1 In a 
block over a simplex ~€ SK there is a manifold without singularities, 
. ~ cr-
each component of which is labelled b: either X 1 or X 2 and the morphisms 
of the stack ensure that only two blocks merge into it, so that no 
singularities are created in the glueing process. Moreover the '_I signs 
in the stack homomorphisms put the orientations right in passing from one 
sheet to another acr09S SK. Hence the total space E ~ is a p.l. oriented 
manifold and the operation of 'glueing and disregarding the labels' gives 
'a homomorphism t: S25(K; L:"') ->..rLm+q (K). We now prove that i' is 
\ ~n epimorphism. Let wm+q --K--> K be a bordism class and let K* be the 
dual complex of K. Then Cohen's generalised transversality. th~orom 
already stated in 11.2.3 tells us that 
.. 
(a) out of N = SK x cone (3 pts) C K,f is the projection of a 
(~, q)-mock bundle 
(b) . f-1(2)N) is collared in f- 1(N). 
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Let N1 , N2 , N3 be the three sheets around SK and Suppose N3 is such that, 
if' 0- ~ N 3' the first of the assignments (*) holds. We are going to vary 
f by a homotopy over N. Take collars f-1(~N.) x Ie N, j = 1, 2 and 
J 
stretch them along the cells of K* to get a new map f' : W -) K*, 
which coincides with f outside N - ~ N and is such that f-1 (6 N .) X 1 C 
J 
j = 1,2. By a-similar collaring argument get also 
fll : W --) K such that 
(a) fll = f outside N - ~ N. 
j 1, 2 
Now label the blocks over SK by X. (j = 1,2) and the blocks over 
J 
SK ~ K by the unique generator of the appropriate simplex. Then 
f" : W ~) K* with:~such labelling is the projection of a (-C-, q)-mock 
bundle ~ "/K such that'f' [f II] = [W] (see Picture III ~-.). This shows 
that 't' is an epimorphism. The injectivity of t follows from the same 
arguments applied to K x I modulo K _~ \ 0) , K x t 1}. For simplicity 
we have discussed the Z3 case, but everything generalises to Zn in the 
obvious way. Thus we have established the following generalization of 
Poincare' duality theorem. 
If P is an m-dimensional polyhedron such that: 
(a) its singularities, SP, are in codimension one at most 
(b) a regular neighbourhood of SP in P is of the form SP x 
cone (n-points) 
(c) each stratum of P is oriented, 
there is a duality isomorphism 
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In particular, if SP = ¢, P is an oriented m-manifold and~is the usual 
Poincare duality. If n = 2, P is a p.l. manifold which has 
singularities of the orientation type. Then ~is . 
-_ duality 
with coefficients in a bundle of groups. However, the proposition 
does not deal with all unorientable manifold, because hypothesis (b) 
excludes, for instance, the two-dimensional projective space. 
The above proposition is particularly stimulating, because it 
suggests the possibility that generalizations of Poincare duality similar 
to Zeeman's spectral sequence HP(X, ~ q) ~ H*(X) (see [9]), might 
hold for any geometric (corhomology theory, like, for instance, p.l. 
cobordism. 
. 
Xl: 
\ : 
'" '---.-
I 
51( 
\ 
Picture III.1 
. ture III.2 Pl.C 
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